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BOP—Where the money goes
Jennifer Jarvis ’07
News Editor

If you’ve ever been to a Coffeehouse,
Things for Thursday, or Mr. PC Pageant,
the Board of Programers (BOP) has served
you. Liz Iannessa ’07, president of BOP,
said the club sponsors two
to three events every week.
CLUBS
But the costs can add up
& ORGS
fast. Of the $361,000 allo
cated to clubs and organizations, Board of
Programers (BOP) gets a hefty slice of the
pie—$170,500, or about 47 percent of the
allocations.
The large amount of money that BOP is
allocated is a source of contention for
many students, especially members of
other clubs who believe they should have
received more funding.
“I think they could use [their funds]
more effectively,” said one student, Joe
Boniwell ’08.
Iannessa, however, said that the volume
of programming and the hidden costs asso
ciated with many events make BOP’s big
budget necessary.
“Not everyone on campus likes the
same things,” Iannessa said. “We’re hop
ing to target every single student one way
or another.”
Sharon Hay, director of Student
Activities-lnvolvement-Leadership

Though Microsoft and Dave & Busters
may not have much* in common, they are
united in one aspect: Facebook. In the past
year, Facebook has caused controversy
with the extension of memFEATURE bership to high school stu
dents and the recent news
feed. Now companies can
register to join and have employees create
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Student receives
St. Mary’s award
for Volunteer of
the Year
Alison Espach ’07
News Staff

TIM P1SACICH ’07/The Cowl

Kevin Brickley ’09 purchases a ticket to the All-American Rejects concert from
BOP member Casey Reutemann ’09. Revenues from ticket sales help defray the
hight cost of concerts but do not come close to covering the total cost.
(S.A.I.L.) Office/Slavin Center and mod
erator of BOP, said that critics of BOP’s
budget do not understand how much events
cost. A concert, even without a big-name

artist, can cost between $60,000 and
$70,000.
“[That’s] just for the band, forget proBOP/Page 5

Employers get on Facebook site
Beth Lenehan ’08
Asst. News Editor

Est. 1935

memberships. For many students who uti
lize the site, this move may have gone vir
tually unnoticed. Yet, for students who
may be looking toward graduate school or
entering the work force, concerns could be
raised regarding what a potential employer
could see on their profiles. The concern
goes beyond Facebook, as MySpace and
Google are other sites being used for
online referencing.
“Online referencing is a growing trend
that increasingly potential employers are

using to see what information has been
posted about candidates,” said Kathleen
Clarkin, director of career planning and
internship service for Career Services.
Clarkin pointed to an article found on
the Web site of the National Association of
College and Employers (NACE). Both
Clarkin and the NACE article emphasize
the fact that information put on Web sites
such as Facebook and MySpace may not
be as private as they appear.
“Students don’t realize that anything
FACEBOOK/Page 3

Caroline Dowd ’07 is the recipient of
the prestigious Outstanding Volunteer of
the Year 2006 award, given by St. Mary’s
Home for Children, a local home for
abused and neglected chilSTUDENT dren. Chosen out of 230
INTEREST candidates, Dowd was
rewarded for her three
years as liaison between St. Mary’s Home
for Children and PC.
Dowd, an Elementary Ed/Special
Education major, has volunteered at St.
Mary’s since her freshman year. St. Mary’s,
created in 1877, is a residential treatment
facility for children who may have experi
enced abuse or neglect.
Dowd orchestrated about 25 PC volun
teers to go to the home four days a week,
twice a day and engage in after-school and
evening activities.
Susan DeRita from St. Mary’s Home for
Children said Dowd has been a vital part of
expanding the St. Mary’s volunteer pro
gram.
“It has really grown over the past few
years. The influx of the PC students over
the past few years have greatly increased,”
said DeRita, who attributed the growth to
Dowd’s coordination efforts.
As School Age Children’s Outreach
Chair—part of the Pastoral Council for
Campus Ministry—Dowd was responsible
for what students described as “thankless”
behind the scenes work.
“There is a lot of behind the scenes stuff
that needs to be done so that we can volun
teer, like forms and paperwork,” said Ryan
Sweeney ’07, a member of the club. “And
a lot of organizing groups, making sure
everyone is signed up and has a ride and all
ST. MARY’S/Page 4

Student interest in off-campus service keeps shuttle
Rick Kurker ’09
News Staff

Although RIPTA is the most obvious
transportation choice for students without
vehicles on campus, the two shuttles oper
ated by the College provide an alternative,
albeit less predictable,
CAMPUS m°de of travel.
NEWS
Sharon Hay, director of
the Student-ActivitiesInvolvement-Leadership/Slavin Center
(S.A.I.L.) Office, said Providence College
used school buses as a means of trans
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portation for students until about 15 years
ago, when the College adopted profession
al security services with vans. In particu
lar, the buses were used for getting stu
dents to their apartments safely. The buses
ran seven days a week, all day and all
night. The situation changed when the
College entered a partnership with RIPTA,
and the daytime shuttle was eliminated.
Now the College has an evening neighbor
hood shuttle and a community service
shuttle.
Providence College’s current neighbor
hood shuttle runs from 6:00 p.m. to well
past midnight, with varying hours based on
the day of the week. According to Hay, the
number of users varies on a daily basis, but
more students tend to take advantage of the
shuttle in poor weather as well as on
Fridays and Saturdays.
“The neighborhood shuttle’s route is
approximately 20 minutes long,” Hay said,
“but it does not have any real stops because
it is not permitted to make bus stops.”
Because the shuttle is not licensed to
make stops, it continually runs its route,
and students may flag it down if they need
to use it, Hay said. The route flexibility is
limited, and the shuttle tends to stay on

SUSIE LUSHER -07/The Cowl

Two shuttle services—neighborhood and community service—are available to PC
students. Because the shuttles follow different routes than the RIPTA, they are in
high demand for students traveling to certain community service sites.
course and not go astray from its loop.
However, because the shuttle has no stops,
it also has no real schedule, and since there
is only one shuttle, students must therefore
allow for some extra time when picking up
the shuttle because it could turn up any

time within the 20 minute route interval.
Another transportation option for stu
dents is the community service shuttle.
“The shuttle was originally established
for community service and co-curricular
SHUTTLE/Page 4
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NEWS briefs
Honors Program to hold convocation
The Liberal Arts Honors program at
Providence College is known for being a
particularly rigorous variation of the core
curriculum that challenges even the most
skilled and motivated students. At 6:00
p.m. on Friday, Oct. 20, the students and
faculty of this program will have the
chance to attend the 12th annual Liberal
Arts Honors Convocation, to be held in
Slavin Center ’64 Hall.
The event will be highlighted by this
year’s presentation of the Rev. Paul van K.
Thompson Prize, as well as a speech by
Michael M. Woody ’77, president of
International Marketing Advantages, Inc.
“It’s an opportunity for all honors stu
dents and faculty to gather for a formal
dinner,” said Dr. Stephen J. Lynch, profes
sor of English and director of the Liberal
Arts Honors Program. Although there are
more than 400 students and faculty in the
program, approximately 120 usually
attend, according to Lynch.
The Thomson Prize, named for the
founder of the honors program, is awarded
to the junior who is judged to have been
the best student to complete Development
of Western Civilization classes at the hon
ors level. It is not based on one factor, such
as grade point average, but determined by
a vote of the faculty. The $ 1,000 award is
free for the recipient to use as he or she
desires.
While this year’s winner is aware of his
or her accomplishment, the official

announcement will not be made until the
convocation itself.
The convocation speech is traditionally
given by a graduate of the Liberal Arts
Honors program. Rev. Brian J. Shanley,
O.P. ’80, president of the College, spoke
last year.
Michael Woody graduated summa cum
laude with a Bachelor of Arts degree and
also received his MBA from Providence
College.
International
Marketing
Advantages, Inc. is a consulting firm spe
cializing in international business.
“The two main events are the speech
and the granting of the award,” said Lynch.
“The alumni speakers have been superb,
and I certainly expect this trend to contin
ue.”
The Liberal Arts Honors program,
which enrolls about 100 students each
year, was established in 1958 and graduat
ed its first class four years later.
—Joe Miller ’10

Running group started at PC
Students who enjoy running but do not
have the time or ability to run competitive
ly for the College do not need to look fur
ther than PC. Roadrunners.
“After being a varsity athlete in high
school, I realized that coming to college
was a tough transition for many people, as
there is not a group to compete with if you
are not a Division I or club sport athlete,”
said Kathryn Cooper ’07. Her solution?
To help create P.C. Roadrunners, a club

CALENDAR

Providence College that is open to all stu
dents who are interested in running.
Cooper, whose efforts helped bring the
P.C. Roadrunners running club to life, said
the club was originally created so that
Providence College students could have
easier access to running companions, and
receive information about safe running
routes nearby. While the group has been
getting together regularly to run for fun,
the P.C. Roadrunners have more recently
opted to go for a more competitive edge,
according to Cooper. She said the group
plans to train for several races so that its
members can put their running skills to the
test.
“The St. Pius 5k is coming up on Oct.
14, and there are several people who are
going to be racing,” Cooper said. “The
group’s focus really is so that students of
all different speeds and talents can come
together and get whatever they are looking
for out of it.”
The P.C. Roadrunners running club is
part of Christian Athletes, which Cooper
chairs. The group intends to host a 10k
race on the Providence College campus to
raise money for a charity.
“Whether one just wants someone to
run with or a training partner for a compet
itive race, P.C. Roadrunners hopes to be an
avenue for students to share their passion
for running and meet new friends,” said
Cooper.
Anyone is interested in joining the club
or helping to plan the 10k charity race can
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Matt Bisceglia ’07 grabs a coffee at
Jazzman’s Cafe, the new coffeeshop
located in the basement of Davis Hall.
The cafe had its grand opening on
Tuesday, Oct. 10. Jazzman’s accepts
both cash and Slavin money.

October 13 to 19

13 Friday

14 Saturday

15 Sunday

16 Monday

9:15 p.m. Late
Night Madness
Party, Alumni Hall

8:00 p.m. Second
Nature Performance
in McPhail’s

4:00 p.m. African
American Society
Soul Food Sunday
in McPhail’s

4:00 p.m. Bocce
League on Slavin
Lawn

11:00 p.m. Late
Night Madness
Party with Classic
Trax Live,
McPhail’s

contact
Kathryn
Cooper
at
kcoope07@providence.edu for more infor
mation.
—RickKurker ’09

4:00 p.m. Cuban
American Art
Lecture by Raphael
Diazin Moore Hall
II
4:30 p.m. Health
Professions Seminar
in Slavin G01

17 Tuesday
12 noon Mary in Art
and Devotion lec
ture, discussion, and
luncheon in the
Office of Mission
and Ministry
3:30 p.m. OAS test
taking strategy lec
ture in Phillip’s
Memorial Library
104B

7:00 p.m Chocolate
and Coffee coffee
house in McPhail’s

18 Wednesday

19 Thursday

2:30 p.m.
Undeclared majors:
Finding your Major
Direction in Slavin
117

5:00 p.m. Game Board
Night by Residence
Life in Slavin Center
’64 Hall

4:30 p.m. Top
Career Resources in
Slavin 117

5:00 p.m. Artists’
Reception—Student
Art Show in the HuntCavanagh Gallery

9:00 p.m.
“Guz-men” guitar
performance in
McPhail’s

6:00 p.m. “Prevention
is Better than the Cure’
wellness lecture, Slavin
117

Accuracy Watch

The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every article that goes into
print to ensure that thefacts are presented clearly and truthfully. Ifyou find an error
in any article, please e-mail the editor at thecowl@providence.edu. Corrections will
be printed as necessary on page 2.

Correction: Due to a printing error, the photo of the candidates for Class of 2010
president in the Sept. 28 issue was incorrectly cropped, cutting out many of the can
didates. We apologize for the error.
Correction: In the Oct. 5 issue, the laundry fee was stated as being $90 per semes
ter. The information, taken from the Providence College Web site, was inaccurate.
The actual laundry fee is $45 per semester.
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PC T.V. to begin airing next week
Chris Donnelly ’08
News Staff

Providence College’s own T.V. network
is set to launch next Sunday, Oct. 22, with
three original, student-made programs.
The premiere of PC T.V. is tentatively
scheduled for 8:00 p.m.
CAMPUS Sunday night on Channel
NEWS 52.
PC T.V. was the vision of
Ian Orefice ’07, current president of the
organization. His original concept was just
for a student-run late night show, but the
concept quickly transformed to that of an
entire station. Orefice and Dan Cullinane
’07, consultant of PC T.V., worked togeth
er last spring to make their vision a reality.
“I really liked the idea of giving stu
dents this way of self expression,” said
Erin Egan ’07.
The first series to air on PC T.V. is the
late-night program, PC After Dark, which
is hosted by Thomas Quinn ’07. Dan
Pfeifer ’07, is the drummer for the show,
and could be considered the Max
Weinberg to Quinn’s Conan O’Brien. The
first show was taped on Oct. 4 in front of a
live audience of PC students at McPhail’s.
The guests for the night were Amy
Baker ’07, Student Congress president,
Weyinmi Efejuku ’09, guard on PC’s bas
ketball team, and the musical guest was
Christopher Maiello ’10, who played gui
tar.
Academic Media Services has assisted
PC T.V.’s production by giving them

equipment and advice. Bernard Colo,
director of Academic Media Services, who
ran a television program while he attended
graduate school, has been especially help
ful, the group said.
PC After Dark will air two shows for the
launch. The guests for the second show,
which will be taped next week, have yet to
be determined at the time The Cowl went
to press.
The two other shows that are set to air
with PC After Dark are a news program,
PC T. V News, and a special-interest piece
about the SATs. PC T.V. News will be
anchored by Thomas Cotter ’10 and will
feature segments on news, sports, arts &
entertainment, and politics. For the first
episode’s politics segment, Dr. Joseph P.
Cammarano, assistant professor of politi
cal science, will discuss the elections in
Rhode Island, especially the senate elec
tion race between Senator Lincoln Chafee
and Sheldon Whitehouse.
“This is the first place I’ve been where
there wasn’t a [T.V. station]. I think this is
terrific,” said Cammarano.
The three programs will be aired in
blocks, which will replay until the new
block premieres. Although more shows
are currently being produced and many
students expressed interest in starting their
own shows, the group decided to focus on
these three shows—specifically PC After
Dark—for the first week launch.
“We are not going to rush things out,”
said Orefice. “I’d rather have quality . . .
than quantity.”

PC T.V. will air three shows in its first
block, and more are on the way.
Other programs that are in the works are
a show featuring the life of a different stu
dent athlete each week, and a political talk
show.
PC T.V. was divided up into three
departments—news, entertainment, and
marketing. News will be run by Cate
Rauseo ’07, entertainment run by Egan,
and marketing run by Sarah Dupont ‘07.
Eight minutes of every hour will feature
commercials, six minutes of on-campus
related advertisements and two minutes of
off-campus ads. Cafe 412 is one off-campus vendor that will advertise during the
first run of programs.
Unlike off-campus establishments, PC’s
clubs and organizations will not be
charged for their ads. For the first semes
ter, however, the off-campus establish
ments will not be charged, as an incentive

for the businesses to continue advertising
with PC T.V.
“It’s the best experience a marketing
major could get,” said Dupont.
“The number one goal of PC T.V. is
campus unity,” said Cullinane ’07, who
said he believed the station is a great way
for clubs, organizations, and departments
to increase the turnout at their events. PC
T.V. may air campus events on the station,
which will bring further attention to events
on campus. The organizers said they are
also planning to film different sporting
events and air them a few days later.
“It’s a crossover between the academic
side and social side of campus,” said
Cullinane.
It is PC T.V.’s policy not to cut anyone;
anyone who would like to be a part of the
station can find a position in front of the
camera or behind the scenes.
Orefice said he believes that having a
T.V. station helps the College compete
with its rival schools that have a station or
a communications department.
Currently there are approximately 60
students working on PC T.V., and many of
them are freshmen who were disappointed
that the College does not have a communi
cations department. PC T.V. provides an
outlet for those students who wish to go
into broadcasting after graduation.
“The incredible amount of underclass
men shows that [PC T. V.] is not going to be
a one-year thing,” said Cullinane.
“PC T.V. is going to be as good as we
make it,” said Dupont.

Freshman election results
The Class of 2010 voted on Wednesday, Oct. 4 and Thursday, Oct. 5 for its class offi
cers. At left are the winners. Front row, left to right: Ryan Totolo, treasurer; Andrew
Kelley, vice president; Jaimie Scambio, president; and Lauren Birnie, secretary.
Back row, left to right: Representatives Christopher Huber, Katie Brennan,
Brendan Shine, Elan Seidel, and Andrew Edgett.
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Facebook: Less info helps students save face
continued from front page
put online is in the public domain,” said
Clarkin. Now, through the use of Google,
employers can find potential employees in
community groups, forums, personal Web
pages, and even in photos.”
For some students, the use of the
Internet could be to their advantage. For
instance, said Clarkin, a student may have
a personal Web page that contains his or
her resume and achievements. If, however,
the Web page does not project the best
image, chances of employment could be
damaged, said Clarkin.
Linda Ernst, assistant director and
recruiting coordinator for Career Services,
emphasized not only the risk for students
looking for jobs, but also for those looking
toward graduate school and high school
seniors applying to college.
“Consider what type of impression
would be made if any type of counselor
looked at a profile; a student wants to put
his or her best face forward,” said Ernst.
Some students may wonder how com
panies and schools are gaining access to
their profiles.
“If a recent alumnus is aware of sites,
such as Facebook, and is involved with the
hiring of candidates, they may have easy
access to a specific profile,” said Ernst.
Though companies can use these sites,
however, that does not necessarily mean
that they are being utilized. According to a
NACE survey conducted over the summer,
only about 27 percent of the organizations
that responded admitted to either using
Google or social sites, including
Facebook. While almost 40 percent said
they do not plan on using these sites in the

future, a little more than 35 percent said
they are considering the possibility of thenuse.
At the career fair this past Thursday, the
unanimous opinion among four represen
tatives from three different companies is
that they do not engage in online referenc
ing.
“Our candidate flow is sufficient, so the
need is not there to use Facebook,” said
Yvonne Rogers of John Hancock
Insurance and Financial Service. She and
colleague Polly Smith-Atkins said that the
company does, however, use sites such as
Monster.com and Linkedln.com, a site that
allows people to post their resumes.
Timothy Wood of the Dana Farber
Cancer Institute said he had not heard of
companies using these social sites.
“We tend to rely on more traditional
methods, such as career fairs and the use of
local press, such as The Boston Globe.
Regionally, the name recognition of Dana
Farber is there, but for a smaller company
with a lower budget, it would make sense
to use sites, such as Facebook, to get their
name out there,” said Wood.
At Aetna, the topic of Facebook arose
during meetings, but the company ulti
mately decided against it.
“While Facebook was discussed, we
decided that the one-on-one interaction is
the key factor in a decision. Ethically, we
feel that we should focus more on what the
candidate says and writes in their applica
tion,” said Caroline Wilke, a university
relations lead.
Though these companies stated that
they do not use online research, the fear is
that with all the press surrounding the

issue, it may become a growing trend and
among students, questions of ethics have
been raised. On the PC campus, students
advise using common sense about what is
being posted online.
“I figure that it’s not a real big secret
that students get a little crazy at college,”
said Mike Micgiel ’08.
Aine Hoban ’07G, a graduate student,
said she takes advantage of the privacy set
tings that Facebook provides.
“I restrict the people who can see my
profile to my friends only,” said Hoban.
Micgiel also said he did not know that
Facebook was open to companies but it is
not unethical for companies to use online
referencing.
“If students don’t want companies to see
that stuff [pictures and Facebook wall
comments], then don’t put it online,” said
Micgiel.
Hoban agreed, reminding students that
while the people hiring from a company
may not look at the profile, others in the
company could.
“Even if the company does not look at
the profile, people within the company
would, and wouldn’t it have the same end
result?” said Hoban.
On the other hand, Michelle King ’08,
said she does not think that companies
should be using online referencing.
“I don’t think that the information a per
son puts online should have an effect on
their ability to get a job since it does not
necessary reflect their ability to be a suc
cessful employee,” said King. “I think that
when a company is looking to hire some
one they should base their decisions on
applications and interviews, which can be

uniform between potential employees.”
Despite differing opinions regarding
online referencing, both students and
Career Services advise students to be
aware that information can often be mis
construed.
Jim Clancy ’07 is aware of the danger
of online referencing in the work force.
“My last job told us to clean up our
MySpace and Facebook profiles, because
if they could access them, which they did,
then the kids we were working with could
too,” said Clancy. “There should be no
dichotomy between who you present your
self to be in the interview and you with
your family and friends. If you are
ashamed of something that a boss might
see and could be penalized for it, then why
post it? I don’t think many people are
aware of the risks.
“I think a company is making an invest
ment in the person that they hire and
because they are investing in the person
and not just the worker, it is fine for them
to see what kind of person and character
they are seeking to employ. Those are
public sites, even with private controls,”
he said.
Maureen Kitson’ 10 agreed.
“I think even if companies weren’t doing
referencing, you should probably censor
what’s in your profile because even though
Facebook isn’t like a MySpace where just
anyone can look at your profile, there are
still a lot of people who have found ways
to log on and look at peoples’ profiles,”
she said. “I think anything you put out
there on the Internet you should probably
be careful of what you do—especially if a
future employer will be looking at it.”
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St. Mary’s: Dowd’s service recognized
continued from front page
and all that. Caroline does all the thankless
behind-the-scenes stuff so that all of the
volunteers can go and work with the chil
dren every week.”
Outside of the paperwork, PC volun
teers visit the home weekly for after
school and evening activities with the chil
dren.
“Every week we go and do a new activ
ity with them,” said Sweeney. “Sometimes
it’s reading, sometimes it’s games, or
crafts. Basically we go and talk with them
and play games. We get to know the kids

and are supposed to be their* mentors,
another resource and source of stability in
their lives.”
Dowd described this as a life-changing
experience.
“I think every single time I have volun
teered there, each individual day—not
each individual year—I am reminded how
lucky I am and privileged I am to have the
life I lead,” said Dowd. “It is a weekly
eye-opener to remember to value your
friendships and family members as well as
to value what you have always believed
you deserved—like a college education.
“I think more than anything, you are

reminded over and over again when you go
to St. Mary’s that these kids really do
count on you being there and are excited to
see your face and have you be a constant in
their lives,” said Dowd.
In her time at PC, Dowd has also vol
unteered in Admissions Ambassadors, Big
Sisters of Rhode Island, and this year will
be tutoring at Times2 Academy. Dowd
plans on becoming a teacher after gradua
tion.

At right: In addition to volunteering at
St. Mary’s Home for Children, Caroline
Dowd ’07 organizes volunteer opportu
nities for 25 other students.
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Shuttle: Getting students and volunteers from A to B
continued from front page

for community service and co-curricular
volunteer opportunities,” said Hay. “Now
the shuttle also accommodates the public
and community service studies major.”
Hay emphasized that co-curricular
activities were given priority, specifically
the Public Service Organization (PSO),
which is now Campus Ministry.
Jessica Pane, Catholic campus minister,
said that the community service shuttle,
which picks students up behind Raymond
Hall, is intended to “assist with transporta
tion needs for students who are doing
ongoing community service.” She said
that most passengers on the shuttle are
from Campus Ministry groups, but that
students in service learning courses also
use it. When space allows, Pane said that
groups such as the Organization of Student
Social Workers (OSSW) use the shuttle
also. Pane said that the shuttle stops at
such locations as tutoring sites, hospitals,
and soup kitchens, where students go to
volunteer.
“There is one van, one driver, and about
10 places to go all over Rhode Island,”
Pane said.

Pane said that since the van, which car
ries about 50 riders per day, can hold only
15 passengers at a time, there is a tiered
system to determine who uses it. For
instance, she said that organizational
groups have priority over individuals.

. . . We were not sure if
there would be enough room
in the shuttle for St. Charles
volunteers . . .
Erin Frost ’08

Hay said that the use of the shuttle is
prearranged, and that it has an exact
schedule and route based on who is using
it. Having such a tight schedule and a
small van poses a few problems, however.
“City traffic presents its own chal
lenges,” Pane said. “We get backed up.”
Additionally, Pane mentioned that over
crowding could become a problem on the
buses.

“This generation is more committed to
community service, and it could become
overwhelming for the transportation serv
ice,” Pane said.
Hay also cited overcrowding as a poten
tial problem in the future. Although she
said that she does not believe it is a big
problem now, she would like to have more
transportation on campus if the need aris
es.
“We wish to provide more transporta
tion so that we can accommodate all,” Hay
said.
Erin Frost ’08 said she uses the shuttle
for the Hunger Outreach and Awareness
group, which involves traveling to various
soup kitchens around Providence three
days a week.
“I haven’t experienced any real prob
lems with the shuttle,” Frost said.
“However, I do know that there was a
potential problem with overcrowding this
year.”
“I use the shuttle to go to St. Charles
Soup Kitchen on Thursdays, and we were
not sure if there would be enough room in
the shuttle for St. Charles volunteers in
addition to any other kids who were volun
teering at other sites on Thursdays,” she

said.

Frost said that several students have
been using RIPTA to get to their sites as a
result, even though the public transporta
tion system takes longer and drops stu
dents off in a “bad section of town.” Frost,
however, said she does not think such
actions were necessary, as there has been
enough room on the shuttle so far.
Extensive shuttle systems are no
required because of Providence College’s
partnership with RIPTA, but Hay said that
while RIPTA provides transportation to
many sites, the community service shuttle
goes where RIPTA is inaccessible.
In terms of preventing potential over
crowding on buses, Hay said that there is
always a need for additional buses.
However, she said she does not know if
any plans for more shuttles are in the
works.
“It would be wonderful, but we’re cop
ing,” she said.
For more information or to provide
feedback about the neighborhood shuttle,
contact the SAIL Office. For additional
information or to provide feedback about
the community service shuttle, contact the
Campus Ministry offices.

Upcoming Events in Campus Ministry!
All PC students are invited!
For more information, email ministry@providence.edu.
Thursday, 10/12
‘Theology on Tap: How to Get to Hell...and Who You’ll Meet
There! 7:00 p.m., McPhails
Friday, 10/13
‘Pasta Party: For Runner's involved in the St. Piv's Road Race
5:00 p.m.
Saturday 10/14
‘Walk For Life in Downtown Providence 8:30 a.m., in the
Chapel Basement
‘St. Pius 5K Run/Walk! 10:00 a.m., meet in front of the library at
9:15 a.m.!
Sunday 10/15
‘Special Olympics Cross Country Event. Goddard Park,
Warwick 9:00 a.m.
‘Running Club 10:00 a.m., Slavin
‘Christian Athletes Pick Up Games 2:45 p.m.
‘Liturgical Choir Rehearsal 6:00 p.m.
‘Post Mass Bash: Veggies! after 7:00 and 10:30 p.m. masses

Monday 10/16
‘Weekly Chaplet of Divine Mercy 3:00 p.m., St. Dominic's
Chapel
‘Service at St. Patrick's Soup Kitchen 4:00 - 5:30 p.m.
‘RCIA Meeting 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

Tuesday 10/17
‘Running Club 7:00 a.m.Liturgical Choir Rehearsal 7:00 p.m.
‘Habitat Spring Break Information Meeting 7:00 p.m.
‘Prayer and Praise 10:00 p.m.
Wednesday 10/18
‘Weekly Rosary 7:00 p.m., Chapel
‘Adult Literacy Meeting 7:00 - 8:00 p.m., Feinstein 210
‘Exposition of the Holy Sacrament 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Thursday 10/19
‘Running Club 4:00 p.m.
‘Service at St. Charles Soup Kitchen 4:00 - 5:45 p.m.
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BOP: The best things in life aren’t free
continued from front page

duction,” she said.
In addition, Hay said, BOP is made up
of 10 smaller committees, which each need
to be funded.
“The BOP operates with different com
mittees,” she said. “The overall budget
that they’re given is broken down further.”
Iannessa delineated the structure of
BOP, listing the 10 committees into which
the club is divided.
The Coffeehouse committee organizes
the events in McPhail’s on Tuesday nights
from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., including the
Comedy Night last Tuesday. Other events
include open mic nights and decorating a
fish bowl, Iannessa said.
The Multicultural committee helped
with Unity Week and sponsored events
such as “Make Your Own Canoli.”
A third committee brings lectures to the
student body, Iannessa said. Its next event
is the viewing of the movie “Thank You
for Smoking” and a discussion led by Dr.
Daniel R. Horne, assistant professor of
marketing.
Events such as the Mr. PC Pageant, the
Clam Jam, and the Big Roast fall under the
jurisdiction of the Social committee.
“They usually have a band, food, things
like that,” said Iannessa.
The Weekend Programming committee
sponsors primarily non-alcoholic events,
such as the upcoming PC’s Got Talent, to
give students alternative activities for the
weekend, Iannessa said. Some events,
such as Margaritaville, however, serve
alcohol.
Hay noted that different BOP events are
meant to cater to different audiences so
that the club is providing something for
everyone. She cited the annual Newport
trip, which attracts 95 percent of the fresh
man class, as well as a wine tasting,
designed for the upperclassman crowd, as
examples of how BOP tries to provide a

wide range of activities.
“Just by the types of committees they
have they’re trying to reach out to the
whole campus,” she said. But some stu
dents don’t discriminate about which
events to attend.

We never make profits
on events . . . Even rarely
do we come close to
breaking even.
Liz Iannessa ’07

“We pretty much go to all of [BOP’s
events],” said Katie Keras ’10. When
asked if she believe BOP deserves their
funding, she answered, “definitely.”
In contrast, Alyssa Cheetham ’07, said
the activities do not cater to everyone.
“I feel like they represent the main
stream,” she said, adding that BOP should
sponsor more events that promote respon
sible drinking and use its high-profile posi
tion to generate attendance at other
groups’ events.
The committee that requires the great
est amount of funds is Entertainment,
which plans the large-scale concerts such
as this year’s All-American Rejects event.
“Entertainment does get a large portion
of our money,” Iannessa said, detailing a
laundry list of costs associated with a con
cert including licensing, renting a stage
and chairs, even paying for lunch for the
entire crew if it is part of the contract.
“We do it to get the artist on stage,”
Iannessa said.
Hay said that although these events are
expensive, BOP does its best to keep costs
at a minimum. One way to do this is by

bringing tours to campus, so that concerts
are partially sponsored by a company in
exchange for advertising.
Verizon
Wireless is sponsoring the All-American
Rejects tour, Hay said.
“BOP has been conscious ... of bring
ing tours here because their money can go
further,” she said.
Some students are understanding about
the large amount of money put into con
certs.
“The All-American Rejects aren’t
cheap,” said Alex Neus ’10.
Another committee with hidden costs is
Film. Iannessa said that BOP has a con
tract, in which it gets 10 movies per month
to show on channel 47.
“We pay for the rights for all movies we
show,” she said, adding that the licenses
add up to nearly $14,000.
With high-cost events like concerts and
the movie channel, the obvious question is:
Are enough people using this service to
make it worth the price?
“It definitely is [worth the money],”
Iannessa said, citing the large crowds that
concerts draw. She also said she knows of
many people who frequently use the movie
channel. “We do take into account the
number of students that each event is
intended for,” she said.
The Fine Arts committee and the Travel
Committee are in charge of the off-campus
trips, such as Broadway shows, Medieval
Manor, or white-water rafting. Hay said
that for these and other events, the amount
BOP charges for an event never covers its
total cost. For example, students may be
charged the group-rate face value of a tick
et, but the price of the bus—$1,500—is not
passed on to students.
“We never make profits on events,” said
Iannessa. “Even rarely do we come close
to breaking even.” Most students agreed
that the price of the events is fair.
Finally, Promotions and Networking
have a budget for publicizing events and
the Board in general. The committee is in

charge of paying for copies in the copy
center, distributing coffee mugs and other
BOP paraphernalia, as well as posters and
the “Stall Street Journal.”
Iannessa said BOP sends a few of its 47
members to National Association of
College Activities conferences to get ideas
and tips for events to run at PC, as well as
to see how it sizes up against activity
boards at other schools.
“In terms of what we do with our
money, I’d say we’re definitely ahead of
other schools,” Iannessa said. “We’re
always striving to be more efficient though
... we hope we make people happy.”

BOP by the

numbers
Members

47
Events per week

2-3
Committees

10
Allocations money

$170,500

Zero Proof: Alcohol Awareness Week
Schedule of Events

7:00pm
St. Dominic Chapel
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Don’t let the bedbugs bite

October 12, 2006

ASK
PC

Jim Hanrahan ’09
Asst. World Editor

by

That monster in your closet never real
ly made an appearance, and whatever was
under your bed through the majority of
grammar school never did either. Bedbugs,
however, have made their debut—actually
,a return—in a number of places in the past
months.
While Providence College’s Student
Health Center claims there have been no
reported cases of the bugs on campus,
these tiny pests are infiltrating bed frames
and mattresses from Florida to Iowa while
causing confusion and angst for many
Americans, including students.
A woman in Jacksonville, Fla., and her
family were continually waking up with
rashes and welts covering their arms and
legs, causing constant itching. They soon
realized that the problem was coming from
within their home, in the form of tiny,
quarter inch bugs that had inhabited their
sleeping quarters.
Several dermatologists examined the
woman and her daughters but failed to
come up with a diagnosis. The mother then
caught some of the pests and brought them
to a friend, who was a retired entomolo
gist, for examination. He concluded that
these were, in fact bedbugs.
These resilient little creatures tend to be
a brownish color, becoming reddish brown
and swollen when they have been feeding
on human blood. Female bed bugs usually
lay around eight eggs at a time. One can
produce upwards of 200-500 eggs that
hatch within four to 12 days. They feed
primarily on human blood, according to
the University of Florida.
When a person is bitten, he or she is also
injected with a fluid that prevents blood
from coagulating, causing redness and irri
tation. Bedbugs are not known, however,
to carry any sort of disease.

Do you think the border fence
will solve immigration problems
in the United States?

CDC

The fabled bedbugs are becoming a common reality—and a severe inconvenience
across the United States. The bugs have attacked family homes as well as college
dormitories, rapidly spreading while feeding on human blood.

They prefer cluttered, unkempt areas
(such as a college dorm), but do need a car
rier with which they can arrive at a given
location. Bedbugs are extraordinary trav
elers. This is partly due to the fact they can
go weeks, months even, without feeding.
They are becoming commonplace in
used mattresses and bed frames, as was the
case with the family in Jacksonville, where
the source was a rented bunk bed set.
Once the mattress is discarded, pillows,
couches and even carpeting are quick to
follow, as bedbugs can spread rapidly
through the house.
Exterminators must also close off the
house for several days, as they fill the
rooms with poison to eradicate the pests.
Several follow-ups are sometimes neces
sary, considering how resilient these bugs
can be.
For students in Wartburg, Iowa, this was

just the case. The dorms had to be evacu
ated for days after bedbugs were found in
more than two rooms. Students had to take
what they needed for a few days while fur
niture was either cleaned or destroyed and
the carpeting was steamed. They also were
required to bag recently worn clothing so it
could later be cleaned.
Common signs that the bedbugs are in
fact biting include red, itchy welts that
appear overnight, dark spots on mattresses
and bed frames from the bedbugs fecal
matter; and spots of blood on sheets and
mattresses.
Travelers have been warned to take care
where they lay their heads as well; reports
of the bedbugs in hotel rooms have sprung
up in both the United States and the
Caribbean.
Sources: Wartburg Trumpet, First Coast
News, New Mexico State University

Secure Fence Act may cost $12 billion
by Sarah Vaz
World Editor

The issue of immigration has been a
subject of contention both in Congress and
in the American public in recent months,
and politicians have brought their concerns
to the forefront in anticipation of the Nov.
7 elections. Debates over the best way to
manage the growing tide of immigrants
from the southern border of the country
have been heated and inconclusive, and a
new law is expected to increase the contro
versy.
At a signing ceremony in Arizona this
week, President Bush signed into law a bill
that allocates funding for hundreds of
miles of fencing along the U.S.-Mexico
border, an effort to curb illegal immigra
tion. Bush had hoped to implement a more
comprehensive plan that would not only
increase border security but also work to
create provisions for a guest-worker pro
gram that would allow immigrants to work
legally in the United States.
This fiscal year, $1.2 billion will be
spent to begin building the barrier, as part
of a larger $33.8 billion domestic security
plan, including a provision for 1,500 new
border patrol agents. The proposed border
enhancement will not only involve a fence,
but also vehicle barriers, infared cameras,
and ground-based radar systems. One-third
of the southern order will be covered by
more than 700 miles of fence, and total
cost estimates have varied between $6 and
12 billion dollars—an amount that both
opponents and supporters believe will
never be fully allocated, making the proj
ect futile. Members of Congress expressed
frustration that the funding will have to be
reconsidered every year.
There are an estimated 12 million ille

gal immigrants living in the United States
today, in addition to naturalized, legal
immigrants. A large percentage of these
immigrants entered the country from
Mexico, and President Vicente Fox has
been in negotiations with Washington for
years about improving the immigration sit
uation. Mexico has voiced strong opposi
tion to the fence, which it believes is a step
backward, and is pursuing various avenues
of protest and appeal, possibly including
the United Nations.

“It does not resolve the
problem and, I insist, it
will make many Latin
Americans take bigger
risks, probably causing
deaths.’’
Mexican President-elect
Felipe Calderon

“We're sending a clear
signal that we're a
nation of law, and laws
will be enforced.’’

United States President
George W. Bush
Political factions are not the only ones
arguing over the merits of the barrier—the
U.S. bishops also urged the president not
to sign the bill, citing concerns for immi
grants’ safety. “Catholic bishops are sup
portive of efforts to enforce immigration
law and secure our borders, so long as the
mechanism and strategies applied toward
this end protect human dignity and protect

human life," said Bishop William
Skylstad, president of the U.S. Conference
of Catholic Bishops. Skylstad said the
Bishops’ opposition was rooted in a belief
that the fence “could lead to the deaths of
migrants attempting to enter the United
States and increased smuggling-related
violence along our border. We also believe
it would send the wrong signal to our
peaceful neighbor to the south, Mexico, as
well as the international community."
Since border security initiatives began
in 1995, migrant deaths near the border
doubled, numbering at least 3,000, says a
study published by the Government
Accountablity Office.
Just this week five people trying to
sneak into the country via an underground
tunnel became trapped when one man got
stuck in a storm drain. Firefighters had to
use jackhammers, and it took hours to free
him and get the others to safety.
Many immigrants' rights groups and
their supporters opposed Bush's immigra
tion reforms in general, and Republicans
opposed the guest-worker proposition,
believing it would offer too much amnesty
to illegal aliens.
While many citizens, particularly those
in Southwestern states, have argued that
both legal and illegal immigrants have
been taking away jobs and overwhelming
public healthcare and education services,
many farmers and businesses depend on
immigrants to sustain their operations.
During this year's harvest, many growers
complained they were unable to hire
enough help, and that few were willing to
perform the work, even at above average
salaries.
These concerns continue to challenge
politicians as they try to formulate plans
for immigration reform.

"If Bush thinks it will work, it almost
certainly won’t."
Alecia Carey ’09
and
Annie Morthridge ’09

"No, because it's too expensive to
build a fence of that size to block
Mexico, and the immigrants will just
get here by sea."

Andrea Moffitt ’07

"I don't think a border fence will do
anything. Who even thought this was
a good idea?"

Dan Pfeifer ’07

"No, absolutely not. I think it's
absurd."
Andy Cunniff ’08

Compiled by Julianne Spohrer ’07
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Local
R.I. Attorney General race heats up
In the latest news surrounding the race
for the attorney general’s office. J. William
W. Harsch, the Republican candidate, has
accused his opponent Patrick C. Lynch of
avoiding debates.
Harsch said that he removed himself
from a debate set to air on AB C/6 ’s pro
gram “On the Record.” At the taping last
Thursday, however, only Harsch was pres
ent.
A spokesman for Lynch told The
Providence Journal that the reason for his
absence was a prior commitment, a cere
mony for police officers killed while on
duty. Lynch plans on debating Harsch in
the near future; elections are Nov. 7.
National
Another Nobel Prize awarded to American
The Nobel Prize in economics was
awarded on Monday to Edmund S. Phelps,
a professor at Columbia University.
Phelps was recognized for his pioneering
efforts showing the link between inflation
and unemployment.

.______________

Spotlight
by

Nicole Chismar ’07
World Staff

Sexual harassment has long tainted the
splendor of political internships in
Washington, D.C., for many college stu
dents: Chandra Levy and Monica
Lewinsky are just two examples.
But recently, this behavior has spread
even further into American politics, to the
prominent Congressional Page Program.
Most notably, Congressman Mark Foley, a
representative of Florida, was forced to
resign last week after receiving several
complaints of inappropriate behavior
toward male pages, the Associated Press
reported.
Foley has allegedly been harassing
pages ’ through sexuaily explicit instant
messages and e-mails since 2000.
Unlike internships, page programs are
designed for high school students who
wish to experience the political arena early
on. Pages are appointed each year by their
members of Congress, and serve at least
one
month
in
the
House
of
Representatives.
PC student and recent graduate of the
Washington Semester Program at
American University, Jennifer Ferro ’07,
commented on the issue, saying, “I

Phelps was the first to theorize about the
impact of inflationary expectations on
wage and price increases.
The Nobel committee will award Phelps
with a $1.37 million prize for his achieve
ments. It is the first time since 1999 that
the Nobel Prize committee has given the
award in economics to only one person.
International
Northern Ireland works toward peace
Two of the most prominent Catholic and
Protestant leaders in Northern Ireland met
this week in London to discuss CatholicProtestant relations.
The talks involved Dr. Sean Brady, arch
bishop of Armagh, and Rev. Ian Paisley,
the head of the Democratic Unionist Party,
the leading Protestant party in the
province.
The two parties discussed topics such as
poverty, the economy, and the importance
of self government in the region.
Though Rev. Paisley has been accused
of being vehemently anti-Catholic, spokes
people for both sides emphasized that the
meeting was political rather than religious.

Talks are also scheduled for this
Thursday between the Prime Ministers of
Great Britain and Ireland as well as
between heads of the major Catholic and
Protestant political parties in Northern
Ireland.
The goal of the talks is to help bring
back self-government to the province.
Business
Google buys YouTube for 1.65 billion
On Monday, Google announced that it
will purchase the video sharing Web site
YouTube for an estimated $1.65 billion in
stocks. The deal solidifies Google, the top
Internet search engine, as a powerful force,
especially since it beat out companies such
as Microsoft. Viacom, and Yahoo in the
acquisition.
Google’s stock soared on Monday up
$8.50, or two percent, due to investor
expectations. A recent earnings report
shows that Google’s second quarter profits
are double what they were a year ago. The
deal with YouTube now makes Google one
of the leaders in the online video entertain
ment market.

Page scandal grips congress
remember seeing the pages around the
Capitol when I was interning and just
thinking to myself how young they were,
so to know that Foley exploited these
young people just makes me feel so dis
gusted with abuses of power in
Washington. .. it is absolutely repulsive.”

RED CROSS

Rep. Mark Foley, R-Fla., resigned last
week amid growing controversy over his
alleged misconduct toward young con
gressional pages via instant Messenger.
Fortunately, when it comes to our own
campus community, many Providence stu
dents have had positive experiences in the
nation’s capital. Andrea Moffitt ’07
said,“I’ve been fortunate to work in excel
lent offices where that type of behavior is
not tolerated.”

Ferro ’07 also said, “When I was intern
ing in D.C., I never felt uncomfortable at
all.”
As a result of Foley’s conduct, the
House ethics committee has begun an
extensive investigation and plans to go
“wherever the evidence leads us,” ABC
News remarked. The Department of
Justice has also dispatched a criminal
investigation against Foley.
Conjointly, Speaker of the House,
Dennis J. Hastert, has been urged to resign
for neglecting the situation. Hastert told
The Chicago Tribune this week that he
accepted responsibility for his failure to
investigate earlier complaints, but he does
not intend to step down. “Ultimately. . . the
buck stops here." the Republican speaker
announced, at a press conference on
Monday.
The ethics committee plans to finish its
investigation within the next few weeks.
Pundits, however, have noted that the
scandal may increase the number of races
considered to be competitive as some citi
zens look with disfavor on the republicans
implicated in the scandal.
Republican campaign officials, includ
ing Rep. Thomas M. Davis III (Va.), a top
Republican strategist, announced yester
day that by their estimates, they now
expect to lose between seven and 30 seats
next month as the scandal continues to
unfold, with the interviewing of pages
underway.

Mice hold the secrets to sunless tan
Scientists use plant compound to tan and protect mouse skin
by

Brett Corrigan ’09
World Staff

A new study has been developed by The
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute that could
not only assist in the prevention of skin
cancer but also potentially provide a safer
alternative to tanning salons for those who
wish to achieve the perfect bronze.
The experiment, which was tested ini
tially on mice, may even help the palest
among us to achieve that fresh from the
beach glow. The study began by focusing
on redheads, most known for fair skin
which more often than not is subject to
sunburn.
Scientists discovered that redheads, and
those who seem prone to burning have an
abnormality in their melanocytes, which
are pigment-producing skin cells. The
receptor protein in the cells, known as
MC1R, has a different shape in redheads
which keeps the skin from reacting proper
ly when exposed to UV (ultra violet) rays.
According to Scientific American mag
azine, the researchers applied the plant
compound forskolin to the mice; after the
experiment, the mice developed a rich dark
tan, which also resulted in the mice being
more protected from future exposure to

UV rays and lowered the occurrence of
cancerous skin cells among the mice. Due
to these favorable effects, researchers are
now working to identify a compound that
would generate a similar tanning response
in humans—which would not only result
in a sunless tanning product, but more
importantly, a product to lower the risk of
skin cancer cases.

GOOGLE

While many fear the skin damage
caused by indoor tanning’s UV rays,
alternatives like spray tans are often
uncomfortable and unnatural looking.
This new development could open up
an entirely new awareness, particularly in
younger generations, which may or may
not frequent tanning salons.
“1 don't disagree with tanning salons,
but I myself choose to not go to them,”

said Elida Cristaldi ’09. "I think they are
too fake. . . If this solution came out, I
would definitely purchase it. A healthy
glow would be awesome, and even better
with the sure prevention of cancer.” she
added.
Skin cancer, scientifically known as
melanoma, “begins in the melanocytes,
cells deep in the outer layer of the skin of
the epidermis, that manufacture the dark
protective pigment called melanin. The
risk of melanoma is highest among fair
skinned people,” according to the
American Cancer Society (ACS).
The ACS also states that more than one
million of skin cancer diagnoses this year
“could have been prevented by protection
from the sun’s rays.” Researchers say
these developments may have a big impact
on dermatological health, as many other
cancers have decreased in response to pub
lic health solutions and general awareness.
Melanoma is the most rapidly growing
type of cancer in the world, and is respon
sible for 8,000 deaths in the United States
annually, yet many do not see it as a threat.
Scientists hope that new developments
like this one have the potential to not only
allow people to get the tan look they desire
without the harmful UV rays, but to actu
ally prevent future sun damage to skin
through new topical solutions.
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Developing
Nations
Tests just the tip of the
iceberg for North Korea
Erin Egan ’07
World Staff

by

There has always been a serious cry for
adequate governance and anti-corruption
measurements in developing nations. The
World Bank appealed to this notion when
it hosted the anti-corruption panel called
“Partnerships To Combat Corruption:
Rising To The Challenge,” in Singapore on
Sept. 16. Its primary focus was to link the
fight against corruption with the fight
against poverty. This makes recent actions
of North Korea a severe hindrance.
The political framework of a country
cannot be separated from its economic
well-being, and there is not a more flagrant
example of this than North Korea. Kim
Jong 11 has held a one-man communist dic
tatorship in one of the most surreptitious,
economically weak nations in the world.
Much like other developing nations, cor
ruption is embedded in the politics of
North Korea.
According to The Wall Street Journal,
approximately $24 million dollars in North
Korean money has been frozen in a
Chinese bank while local authorities inves
tigate money laundering across the border.
To put this in perspective, this is approxi
mately 14,000 times the estimated GDP
per capita in a country of 23,113,019
(approximately 24 million people) as astated in the CIA’s country profile.
In light of the international fight for just
government the recent nuclear testing of
North Korea is a huge step back for the
developing world. There are six million
vulnerable people in North Korea com
pletely dependent on a U.N. World Food
Program and South Korean and Chinese
food exports.
They suffer from malnutrition after the
collapse of the state-run agricultural pro
gram. North Korea’s weak economy and
dependence on international trade make it
extremely vulnerable to talks of U.N. trade
sanctions. Although U.N. humanitarian
initiatives will not cease direct food aid,
the North Korean economy will suffer
immensely and the country will be subject
to a whirlwind of repercussions.
These repercussions do not cease at the
nation’s borders. The developing world of
East Asia will now unfortunately endure
economic setbacks in an era the World
Bank has recently deemed an Economic
Renaissance. If China were forced to
adhere to U.N.-imposed sanctions, it
would loose a large portion of a $1 billion
dollar export market now held with North
Korea.
Also, a failing government will send
huge floods of refugees over the borders
into China to perpetuate the already grow
ing problem of overpopulation and crowd
ed cities. For South Korea; foreign invest
ment has caused much of its economic
strength, accounting for 40 percent of its
stock market. With growing turmoil at its
borders, there will be a large downgrade in
this investment. The BBC predicts higher
risk premiums will be demanded for South
Korean assets and their currency will sure
ly depreciate.
There has been huge progress in East
Asia in terms of economic success. The
World Bank has identified new challenges
such as “burgeoning mega-cities, inequali
ty, corruption, and environmental degrada
tion.” Indermit Gill, World Bank econom
ic adviser, has made the claim just this
September that if “East Asian policymak
ers succeed in meeting this next wave of
challenges, within a generation they can
eliminate poverty and lead their countries
into the ranks of prosperous, developed
nations of the world.” Unfortunately, Han
Seung Soo, former South Korean ambassa
dor to the United States, now claims “the
strategic position of every country just
took a dramatic change for the worse.”
The recent actions of the North Korean
government now place unnecessary hin
drances on these policy decisions further
impeding the eradication of poverty.
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Continuing the
‘V-bate’ over
the Monologues
Mark Scirocco ’10
Commentary Staff

by

Making an unedniable return to cam
pus, the play, The Vagina Monologues, is
back. Last year, Rev. Brian P. Shanley,
O.P., president of the college gained
national attention by proCAMPUS hibiting its production on
ISSUES
campus. Now, several
Providence College stu
dents are attempting to bring the drama
back to campus claiming that Eve Ensler’s
work celebrates free speech, academic
freedom, and sexual awareness.
Ensler’s play calls itself “the bible for a
new generation of women.” In The Vagina
Monologues, written in the mid-90s,
Ensler interviews over 200 women on their
experiences of sexuality, offering stories
according to the Random House publishers
spolight on the work, of women’s “intima
cy, vulnerability, and sexual self-discov
ery.” With chapter titles such as “My
Vagina was My Village,” and “My Angry
Vagina,” the play “celebrates female sexu
ality in all its complexity and mystery”
according to the Web site Asking such idi
otic questions as, “If your vagina got
dressed, what would it wear?” and “If your
vagina could talk, what would it say, in
two words?” this play has captured the
imagination of every vagina-loving theatre
goer across the country.
The reasoning behind Father Shanley’s
decision to ban the play from PC was
summed up in a letter he wrote to the stu
dent body last year. In it he said, “Far from
celebrating the complexity and mystery of
female sexuality, The Vagina Monologues
simplifies and demystifies it by reducing it
to the vagina.” An alternative to this pro
duction called SAVE was offered by PC
last year. The event was a five-day educa
tional program about sexual assault and
violence against women, including work
shops on women’s safety and student testi
monials. In a published editorial after that
event, Father Shanley wrote: “Instead of
politicizing violence against women by
linking it to other causes, we acknowl
edged it as the sad and sinful reality that it
is . . . We did not do what was PC in the
sense of ‘politically correct’ but, rather,
what was PC as in ‘Providence College.’”
A proponent, Patricia Wagner ’07, of
the campaign to bring the Monologues
back to PC may have unwittingly made
Father Shanley’s point as to why the pro
duction was banned from campus. When
asked for this article, how The Vagina
Monologues differs from SAVE, the
Wagner stated that “SAVE exposes only
sexual assault and violence against women
while The Vagina Monologues accomplish
es this along with teaching women how to
love their vaginas.” This is exactly what
Father Shanley said he was attempting to
avoid—reducing the dignity and essence
of women to a specific body part.
PC has been attacked by many in the
mainstream media who say that by pro
hibiting production of the play on campus,
the school is inhibiting free speech and
academic freedom. Father Shanley
responded to this by stating that
“Prohibiting a theatrical production of The
Vagina Monologues does not prohibit free
inquiry about the play.” The play can be
openly studied and discussed by anyone on
campus, but as Father Shanley has written,
“Any institution which sanctioned works
of art that undermined its deepest values
would be inauthentic, irresponsible, and
ultimately self-destructive.”
One of the benefits that many stu
dents find in attending PC is its emphasis
of the best of the Catholic and Dominican
tradition. The Vagina Monologues is at
odds with that tradition and the dignity that
the Catholic faith extends to women.

Lighting a fire and taking the blame
BetsyRouleau ’08
Commentary Staff

by

COMMUNITY
On a Thursday evening
in February 2003, more than 400 young
men and women were spending an evening
at a small bar in their town. A band was
playing, and these people had come to the
nightclub to hear an ’80s band and to
unwind with their friends.
The scene I just described could be a
scene in any Providence bar, because it is
repeated every Thursday evening by hun
dreds of Providence College students. The
difference is that during this cold and quiet
night three years ago, the scene was The
Station Nightclub in West Warwick, a
small town 15 minutes south of
Providence. That night, patrons of The
Station were trapped inside the nightclub
when a pyrotechnic display went horribly
wrong and the small club burned to the
ground. The band performing that evening,
Great White, had planned a fireworks
show to accompany its act. Great White’s
manager, Daniel Biechele, organized the
pyrotechnic show. The flames, however,
caught the flammable soundproofing
material behind the stage and the entire
club was soon overwhelmed by flames.
One hundred people died that night, and
200 more were injured or disfigured by
bums. The area’s hospitals were filled with
bum and smoke inhalation victims, and a
restaurant across the street from the bar
became a triage and first-aid center. It was
the fourth deadliest nightclub fire in the
history of the United States. The nightclub,
owned by brothers Jeffrey and Michael
Derderian, was built in the 1930s, and an
investigation of the establishment revealed
that it was not in keeping with contempo
rary safety regulations.
The biggest problem that victims,
their families, and onlookers have with this
fire is that it could have been prevented.
The Station was far exceeding its capacity
for patrons that evening, as there were

about 430 people inside the building. The
bar’s maximum capacity was supposed to
be capped at 300 people. Additionally, a
contract was found in the mins, proving
that the Derderian brothers were promot
ing and expecting a crowd of 550 patrons
for the Great White concert.
The walls were lined with extremely
flammable foam soundproofing material.
And, because the establishment was built
in the 1930s, it was not equipped with a
sprinkler system. Furthermore, the club
was equipped with three exits, and they
were not made readily accessible to
patrons. Ninety percent of the patrons
rushed to the front door and created a bot
tleneck effect.
The walls were lined with packaging
materials—the function of the material
was to soundproof the building, and the
substance was not treated to be fire-retar
dant. There is much conflict over the use
of pyrotechnics in this space. Great White
claims that they had received the permis
sion needed to use pyrotechnics, while the
club owners, have raise objections to this
statement.
Biechele and the Derderian brothers
were each charged with 200 counts of
involuntary manslaughter for their roles in
the fire. In February 2006, Bichele pled
guilty to the charges and was sentenced to
15 years in prison.
The most recent sentencing has left
many of Rhode Islanders angry at the bla
tant betrayal of justice. The Derderians,
pled “no contest” to the charges to avoid
the inevitable lengthy courtroom trial, and
a plea bargain was arranged. On Sept. 29,
Jeffrey was assigned 500 hours of commu
nity service, and Michael was sentenced to
four years in prison because he purchased
the foam used to soundproof the club. The
lenient penalties do not fit the monstrous
carelessness and negligence that led to the
fatal fire.
The judge assigned to the case, the
Hon. Francis Darigan, decided that a plea
bargain would spare victims’ the pain of
revisiting the horror of that night through a

lengthy courtroom battle. A case of this
magnitude, however, desperately needed a
trial. It would have allowed for an evalua
tion of fire codes, a discussion about own
ership and management of bars and clubs,
and true justice for the innocent have lost
their lives three years ago.
Since the fire, Rhode Island has
overhauled its fire codes and many clubs
now post evacuation routes. Similalry,
most theaters and concert halls take the
time to point out exits before performanc
es commence. However, we as students
know that we continually place ourselves
in danger by attending many of
Providence’s establishments. We crowd
into small areas for the sake of concerts
and social gatherings and never question
our own safety. The Station Nightclub fire
can serve as a reminder that a level-headed
evaluation of our surroundings is neces
sary.
That being said, a great deal of
responsibility lies with club and bar own
ers of the area. Owners of bars and clubs
everywhere are definitely accountable for
the safety of their patrons. In opening any
venue, the owners take on an inherent lia
bility; they must protect their patrons’
lives at all costs. They must remember the
importance of human life when they
soundproof their buildings. They should
choose safety over profit when they pack
individuals inside for the sake of a cover
charge. We do not know, and can never
know if we are completely safe when we
enter many of these places. The recent sen
tencing of the Derderian s demonstrates
that there is a huge possibility we are not
safe and that Rhode Island justice might
decide to side with club owners in the
future.
A mere four years in prison and 500
hours of community service does not pay
tribute to the 100 men and women who
needlessly lost their lives three years ago.
It does not send a message to the thousands
of Rhode Island residents that their safety
and well-being while in any public setting
is a priority.

Catholicism and Islam: A professor’s take
Dear Editors,
I hesitate to write to you, since The
Cowl is a student newspaper and since I
think that professors should generally only
be readers of and not writers to it.
However, I thought that perhaps this one
time I could offer something in the ongo
ing discussion your writers are producing
regarding the relation of Catholicism and
Islam.
I have some experiences that are (unfor
tunately) rare and that I think might help to
provoke further thought. In 1993-1994, I
volunteered with the De La Salle Christian
Brothers in Asmara, Eritrea at one of their
post-secondary schools.
While I was there I witnessed a number
of amazing things. First, I saw that the
Orthodox Christian, Muslim, and Catholic
communities each had their own solemn
i processions through the streets of the city
to mark their festivals. I participated in
some and watched others.
While watching a Muslim procession,
which sadly I still do not know exactly
what it was, I greeted one of the men and
wished him a happy festival. He invited
me to tea right then and there and I spoke,
in broken Italian, in a small tea shop with
a very educated Muslim man about the
need for dialogue between religions. (He
said a lot more, but I understood almost
nothing then except the point about the
need for dialogue.)
Eritrea, by the way, is mostly Muslim.
Catholics number in a very small minority.
However, as part of my stay, and this is the

second amazing point, I visited a number
of Catholic clinics and schools run by the
brothers and the Daughters of Charity in
different locations throughout the country.
These brothers and sisters were trying to
serve Muslims and Catholics and
Orthodox for the simple reason that they
believed what was most important was the
call to serve each other for the love of
Jesus.
When you have seen the starving being
fed and the afflicted being comforted, as I
have, in their presence, you realize some
thing important. These brothers and sisters
knew that there were risks in Eritrea. They
talked about them, but they would never
have wanted their deaths to be used as evi
dence against another religion, against a
whole group of people. They lived, and
they told me so, with the knowledge that
what they tried to do was simply to serve.
These Catholic people, who became and
still are my role models, simply said that
they were not trying to make converts—
and they weren’t.
Before I left the US for this volunteer
experience, someone involved with visas
told me that I should be very worried about
being an American in a Muslim country. I
left being quite worried. And then, and this
is the third amazing point, one night I
found myself dancing in the street cele
brating Eritrea’s independence day with at
least 100,000 other people who did not
look at all like me. And I was surprised to
realize that I did not feel afraid.
One more experience I would like to

share: Before I came to Providence
College, from the fall of 2001 until 2004,
beginning two weeks before the
September 2001 attacks, I taught at a Jesuit
college in Jersey City. Many of my stu
dents were Muslim. The neighborhoods I
walked through around the school had
Arabic signs and Arab shops. I would be
lying if I said after September 11 I wasn’t
afraid and angry. I was. I could see what
happened from the third floor of our class
room building. I ran through those neigh
borhoods on the way to the PATH train
after that. But as the months went on, I
found out that my Muslim students were
scared and angry too. And I found that
they were good people and thoughtful.
Some of them studied philosophy, even
became philosophy majors, and were dam
good at articulating the truths in Aquinas,
just for an example. I learned a great deal
from being with them, and I learned a great
deal from running and then slowing down
and walking in the streets of Jersey City
for three years. Can you imagine a scared
white man walking into Arab delis and
buying lunch? I couldn’t. . . until I did. As
a finite person, I often feel afraid and
angry. As a finite philosopher, I know that
I must at least try to resist allowing those
emotions to make my arguments for me.
Thanks for letting me share these with
you. I welcome your responses.
—Dr. Peter Costello,
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
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Assault dispute
In regards, to the article, “Sexual assault
policy calls for response team,” written by
Beth Lenehan ’08 and published in your
Sept. 19 edition, we, the members of
Women Will, are disappointed as well as
concerned about what we consider to be
faulty information being provided to the
students of the Providence College cam
pus.
Though it is relieving to see that the
dangers women face, such as being sexual
ly assaulted, have finally gained much
needed attention, the topic needs to be
addressed further in our PC community.
It’s frightening to see how misinformed
people are. However, the majority of rapes
reported have not been committed by a
stranger, but by an acquaintance. The arti
cle does not mention acquaintance rape,
nor does it mention the eerie nationwide
statistic that of the women who are
attacked, “84 percent of them knew their
attacker” (statistic gathered from a nation
al survey funded by the National Institute
for Mental Health).
According to Robin Warshaw’s book I
Never Called it Rape, Warshaw claims that
“if you are a woman, your risk of being
raped by someone you know is four times
greater than your risk of being raped by a
stranger.” It is offensive and hazardous to
the women of this campus to read an arti
cle about sexual assault, while failing to
mention acquaintance rape.
As the article continues, Lenehan con
ducts interviews with various students, but
these interviews too, deliver what I believe
to be slanted information. One student
quoted in the article said, “PC is a very
safe campus; the campus police are all
around, we have the security gate, and the
emergency blue lights the crime alerts deal
with incidents off campus and people are
either impaired or are walking alone.”
Though this student may be accurate in
asserting the issue that students are most
often attacked when walking home from
the bars, as “75 percent of male students
and 55 percent of female students involved
in date rape had been drinking or using
drugs (statistic from Hidden Rape, taken
from a survey of college students nation
wide). However this student is wrong in
his assumption that students are safe
because we have a “campus police, the
security gate, and the emergency blue
lights.”
Acquaintance rapes are most often com
mitted behind the locked doors of resi
dences. Information taken from the Justice
Department’s National Institute of Justice
and the Bureau of Justice Statistics for
completed rapes states that nearly 60 per
cent that took place on campuses occurred
in the victim’s residence, 31 percent
occurred in other living quarters on cam
puses, and 10 percent occurred at a frater
nity. Most off-campus victimizations,
especially rapes, also occurred in resi
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dences. However, particularly for sexual
contacts and threatened victimizations,
incidents also took place in bars, dance
clubs, nightclubs and work settings.
I believe that the biggest threat to
women on PC’s campus is not walking
home alone from the bars, as pointed out in
by Eric Fulford ’08
the article, nor is it walking “with your
Commentary Staff
iPod on full volume” so you can’t hear
other people approaching, as another stu
dent suggested; the biggest threat to
women on this campus, as scary as it is, are
not the strangers on Admiral Street, but the
are the men that attend school with us here.
The truth of the matter is that unlike the
popular myth that rape only happens to and
by the “bad kids,” rape is not restricted by
social class or location, but can happen to
anyone, by anyone, and at any place. To
reduce the numbers of sexual assaults, the
best way to do so is to educate the campus.
Hopefully, through this letter, students will
gain the knowledge needed to properly
protect them. It should be noted, though,
that both men and women bear their
responsibility of being careful about the
amount of alcohol they consume while at
the bars, and about whom they leave with.
For women, it is safest to return to campus
with your girlfriends, though it is not
unsafe, either, if a male friend walked you
back. Just watch out for what one may
expect when you ask to be walked home.
It must also be stressed that men should
act just as responsibly, too. It was not men
tioned in the article that the men should be
held responsible for their actions as well,
and should make sure that their drinking
does not impair their decision making
when it comes to helping out a female
friend. It must be stressed again how
important it is to be educated about such
controversial topics as rape, and more
appropriately, acquaintance rape. College
women are the most at risk to witness a
sexual assault, where it is estimated that
one of every four women will encounter a
sexual assault before they graduate from
school. Both men and women should know
the actual facts about rape and how it most Post-grad spin cycle woes
often occurs; if we don’t, we put ourselves
at an even greater risk. I hope this letter
will benefit all the students of our campus!
Consider yourselves lucky. As a recent
—Lauren Gillin ’09
graduate of Providence College having
spent my four years living on campus, I
Editor's note: The purpose of Beth
truly appreciate the availability of “free”
Lenehan’s article was to notify the College
laundry. True, the cost of laundry is incor
community about a recent sexual assault
porated into board but it is well worth the
issue and to relay information about the
convenience. Not only do you not have to
Colleges new sexual misconduct policy.
worry about always having $7.50 in quar
The article was not meant to discuss ters; you can simply throw in one pair of
acquaintance rapes, nor was it meant to be
jeans if you had an accident at Brads the
a comprehensive analysis ofrape. This let night before. Having moved into the “real
ter should therefore not be viewed as an world” (graduate school still counts... sort
attack on Lenehan or on the students of) I have to plan laundry into my life, not
whom she interviewed. As a reminder, let to mention waiting until I have no clothes
ters to the editor should be kept to 350 remaining. And that means driving an
words. Guest commentaries, which should
be kept to 700 words, are an invitation to
non-Cowl writers to discuss a topic of
their choice. They should not be written in
the form of a letter and they should not be Outdated information in articles
about a specific Cowl writer’s article.

Ad Staff: Colleen O’Neil ’08,
Emily Ollquist ’07

Webmasters: Kristina Krakowski ’07, Ryan
Sweeney ’07, Maggie Vernon ’09

Circulations: Diane Hudak ’07, Daniel
Murphy ’07, Ryan Kenville ’07

Moderator: Mr. Richard F. Kless

In the September 28, 2006 issue of the
cowl, I found myself appalled at the con
tents of the “NEWS briefs” section. With
such a small space to cover innumerable
issues and located on the second page, this
should be a space reserved for real goingons around the nation. However, the article
“Parking reaches full capacity” tells the
reader that the parking situation is tight on
campus. Yes, this is a reasonable topic that
the Cowl should investigate, but the article

extra 10 minutes to go to a laundromat that
is cheap and not crowded (I did the math,
the gas just about works out). Good luck
finding washers and dryers as good as the
ones on campus for less than $2.00 a load.
Give Res Life and physical plant a break.
Kevin Hillary takes it personally every
time a washer is out of order, and I’ve seen
him personally replace lint traps late at
night. So if two of the four washers on the
fourth floor of Aquinas are out of order,
you still have two good ones 15 feet from
your bedroom door. That isn’t so bad, is it?
Jonathan Schwab ’06

mentioned the “gravel lot currently located
behind the Suites” and “upon completion
of Peterson Field and Garage.” Those proj
ects have been completed for over a year.
The softball field and garage have been in
active use. Is there a reason why I am read
ing articles pertaining to issues from
September 28, 2004?
Devin Hurson ’07
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Tangents and Tirades

Our Two Cents

A reassessment
of patriotisim
by Kelly Jones ’07
Commentary Staff

Since when has the spirit of patriotism
become a blind ignorance to the possibili
ty of change? Being patriotic does not
mean conforming to whatever trumped-up
plot for world democracy George W. Bush
has spent all of two hours thinking about.
Nor does it mean absolute and total dissent
when our hee-hawing leaders have made
an international mistake. Neither of these
mutually exclusive options are grounded
in democracy or equality or any of the
modem day Americanisms that run the
gamut of bumper stickers up and down I95.
Both blind conformity and bratty pes
simism lack a creative use of our freedom,
and lead to national paralysis instead of
progression. Furthermore, modem patriot
ism in America has become associated not
with love for our country’s past and hope
for its future, but with unfounded pride in

a despotic economy and a willingness to
defend its name by any violent means nec
essary. This violence is not the cleansing
destruction that comes with a transition
into a new and better country; it is violence
for the sake of violence, and it keeps our
country in limbo without the possibility for
change. Patriotism, in the real sense of the
word, should allow for transformation
while still following the guidelines and
adhering to the principles that gave us love
for our country in the first place.
In short, weigh your options, voters (I
know you’re out there somewhere . . . ).
Sometimes your political friends and ene
mies are the same kind of people—unpa
triotic and uncreative benchwarmers who
are too afraid to risk their office to advo
cate real change. These past few years
have stagnated our country from town hall
to White House. Let’s be the generation
that shakes this country awake—patrioti
cally.

Is ‘David’ too risque for students? A controversy has been sparked in the wealthy sub
urban area of Dallas, Texas, after an art teacher led her fifth grade students through a
local museum. The controversy is centered on the fact that some of the students saw
classical nude statues as the group moved through the museum. As a result of a com
plaint from one of the parents, the teacher, Sydney McGee, has had her pay suspended
since Sept. 22, as reported by The New York Times. This complaint is puzzling, since the
field trip tour planned by McGee deliberately steered past any nude artwork and, at most,
the route through the museum only led past various classical pieces. Of course, this
complaint is on shaky ground to begin with, and clearly displays the misguided and puri
tanical outlook which equates a simple and unprovocative nude sculpture with shameless
and degrading pornography. If anyone has trouble distinguishing the two, then selfcon
trol and basic reasoning is seriously lacking. Without a doubt, McGee is owed her salary
and an apology in reparation for the severely misguided complaint.
—Andrew
Sparks ’09

Me and the Mosque On Monday, Oct. 23, 2006 at 4:30 p.m. in Feinstein 400, come
check out Me and the Mosque. This documentary examines the historical role of women
in Islam and the difficulty some Muslim women have in gaining access to the mosque.
Dr. Charlotte O'Kelly, professor of sociology and acting director of the Women's Studies
Program will, be leading a discussion after the film.—Laura Bedrossian ’07
MTV killed the good musicians. In my opinion, much of what is popular in the music
industry that is played on the radio today is pretty bad. With the exception of Gnarls
Barkley’s “Crazy,” I cannot think of a single song I’ve heard on the radio throughout the
past 10 months that was remotely worth listening to and that wouldn’t end up being
plugged by another Carson Daly clone. Too many people have forgotten what quality
music sounds like and base their musical taste on what others tell them to like. Stations
such as MTV and MTV-2 were at one time revolutionary music resources.
Unfortunately, both channels have more or less stopped showing music videos altogeth
er, opting to play Laguna Beach and Wild Boyz reruns every hour, on the hour instead.
Luckily, there’s mtvU to turn to, but it’s not much of a resource for anyone who isn’t in
college. I still don’t know how people got conned into buying Lindsay Lohan and Ashlee
Simpson’s albums, but I guess when it gets shoved down your throat from every media
source it’s easy to get brainwashed. There have been a handful of great new bands
throughout the past year that were overlooked by a lot of people and didn’t get the recog
nition they deserved. It’s hard to say why that is, but all I know is that I can’t stand most
of the new music that has been force-fed to me throughout the past 10 years, so some
thing has got to change before all hope for good music is lost.—Aiden Redmond ’08
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The Rhode to the Statehouse
Compiled by Laura Bedrossian ’07
Commentary Editor

Campaign posters, commercials, bumper stickers, candidates kissing babies—November is quickly approaching and we all know what that means:
Pumpkin pie, candy apples, oh, and it’s an election year here in Rhode Island. What hopefully most Rhode Islanders will do on the first Tuesday after
the first Monday next month will be to get to the polls. On Tuesday, Nov. 7, every resident of the State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations
will have the ability to exercise their right to cast a ballot for Rhode Island General Officers, the Rhode Island General Assembly, local and state ref
erenda, and not to mention the Rhode Island members of the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives. How can you prepare yourself for this?
Familiarize yourself with the candidates and issues of the election, because whether you vote or not, everything on the ballot will affect your sur
roundings as a student at a Rhode Island college, you should know what is happening. For the next four weeks, let me be your guide to this wonder
ful world of politics.
Step 1: So you want to vote? It’s common
knowledge that you have to be 18 to cast
your first ballot; however, what about reg
istering in the state where you attend
school? You must register at least 30 days
before the primary or election in which
you wish to vote. You can register to vote
as soon as you move to that city or town
(a.k.a Providence) as long as you intend to
make your primary residence here. You
cannot vote for local candidates or issues,
though, until you have been registered at
that address for 30 days. Hopefully, you
already registered, since Oct. 7, 2006, was
the cut-off point for this election year.

more jobs and tax revenue will be brought
to the state, among other alleged benefits.
Members of the Save Our State campaign,
however, hold that the casino will
undoubtedly hurt local businesses and that
all of the "guarantees" promised by propo
nents cannot possibly be true.
For more information on this issue you
can visit the two main Web sites of the
campains currently rallying for or against
the institution of the resort casino in the
state: http://www.saveourstate.com/ and
http://www.keepitinri.com/

ity of the budget reserve account ("the
rainy day fund") by limiting the amount of
estimated revenues that can be appropriat
ed, increasing the cap on the reserve
account, and limiting the use of capital
funds to capital projects.
The budget reserve account, "the rainy day
fund,” became part of the Rhode Island
Constitution via a voter referendum in
1992 to ensure that adequate cash and
budget reserves for unanticipated short
comings in the budget.

Question #2

Step 3: While you’re studying for that
midterm, instead of checking out the latest
“Strongbad e-mail” why not familiarize
yourself with the political parties and their
platforms? Here are some Web sites to
visit:

An amendment to the Constitution of
Step 2: Now the next step on the road to the State-Elections-Restoration of Voting
election knowledge is getting to know the Rights.
Approval of this amendment would
issues that will be addressed on the ballot.
mean that a person who is convicted of a
felony and incarcerated in a correctional
Question
An amendment to the Constitution of facility shall be not be permitted to vote
the State—Resort Casino in West Warwick until the individual is discharged from the
to be privately owned and operated by a correctional facility. The person's right to
Rhode Island Business entity established vote will be fully restored.
The Rhode Island Constitution current
by the Narragansett Indian -Tribe and its
ly
holds
that te&victed f^lo|s. are barred
chosen partner.
from voting until jtheij ppjrept'^gptence—Approval of the amendment to the.
which includes probation and parole—-be
Rhode Island Constitution would authorize
either completely served or suspended.
a resort casino in the Town of West
Warwick to be privately owned and pri
Question #3
vately operated in association with the
An amendment to the Constitution of
Narragansett Indian Tribe, with tax pro
ceeds from the casino being dedicated to the State Budget Reserve Account.
This amendment's approval will
property-tax relief.
increase the funding and restore the viabil
Proponents of a casino believe that

Cool Moose Party
http ://w ww.votehealey.com/

Democratic National Committee
http ://ww w.ndemocrats ,org/
Green Party- ,
* . ■
http://www.greens.org/ri/

Libertarian Partyhttp://www.rilp.org/pages/! /index htm
Republican National Committeehttp://www.rigop.org/

Step 4: After learning about the various
political parties, check out these useful
links that will provide you with even
more knowledge about the elections:

Rhode Island Board of Elections
http://www.elections.ri.gov/registration/int
ro.htm
Secretary of State Matt Brown's Web site
provides several guides from voter regis
tration to how to run for office:
http://www. sec. state.ri .us/elections/publications/elections/publications/publications.html
Project Vote Smart, covers candidates and
elected officials in five basic categories:
biographical information, issue positions,
voting records, campaign finances and
interest group ratings.
http://www. vote-smart.org/index.htm
A very useful guide to local and national
politics, by Brown University Professor
Darrell West
http://wwyljinsidepolitics.org/

For more imformation on State Referenda,
candidates, and all issues having to do with
the upcoming election, keep reading until
Nov. 7. More importantly, make sure to
vote!
(all information on State Referenda came from
Secretary of State Matt Brown’s 2006 Voter
Information Handbook).
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The Heart of the Matter
Pro:

BY Colleen Flynn ’07
Commentary Staff

BOP organizes activities for the whole school

Commentary writer Kyle Drennen ’07
recently commented on Student Congress’
distribution of funds to the clubs and activ
ities on campus. While he appreciated the
Board of Programers’ efforts to sponsor
activities and events on campus, he
lamented the seemingly traditional alloca
tion of the majority of money to BOP over
other organizations.
I may stand on biased ground when I
defend BOP because I am a member of the
Board, but after witnessing how much
work goes into programming activities on
and off campus, and how expensive such
programming can be, I feel it necessary to
support Student Congress’ decision.
BOP’s sole purpose is to provide activities
and entertainment for the student body and
it is divided into subcommittees to address
as many areas of interest as possible to rep
resent the varied tastes of the campus.
Before I joined the board, I thought it was
pretty ridiculous that BOP received more
than $150,000 to slap together a C-list
celebrity concert, host a couple of rained
out barbeques, take me to a Red Sox game,
and let me keep a goldfish. After working
those concerts and barbeques and planning
those trips, I now see how expensive it is
to get Dippin’ Dots for Clam Jam or rent a
bus to New York City for a Broadway
show. Attempting to bring a well-known
act to campus for the spring concert would
wipe out, at the very least, $50,000 of the
current BOP budget. We try our hardest to
please the student population, and at times
we miss the mark; these instances leave us
feeling disheartened that we did not do our
job and leave both the students and the
Board feeling like money was wasted.
As a member of several other campus
organizations, I also sympathize with the
plight of fledgling clubs trying to make do
with the measly dollars they’re allocated.
You cannot even plan a pizza party with
$125, let alone a legitimate event. It is
maddening to watch Zoolander from the
confines of ’64 Hall after the outdoor
movie has been rained out, knowing that
SHEPARD could have put that money
toward another event.
I think the problem is not with alloca
tions, but with the lack of communication
across campus. Because smaller clubs
have such small member bases and
resources, their events are often neglected
or poorly attended, despite the fact that
they may have a stellar event planned.
Even with more money, the Anime Club or
the Chemistry Society is not going to draw
a large number of students. Clubs with
such specialized interests need the support
of larger organizations with more funds
and better networking resources to assist
them. Some of the best on-campus events
of the past two years have been a result of
co-sponsorship between BOP and the
Board of Multicultural Student Affairs. If

Kyle Drennen ’07
Commentary Staff

by

smaller clubs were to approach larger
clubs with suggestions for events, they
would draw ties between the clubs and cre
ate new ideas, building toward the future.
BOP has continued flexibility with its
funds and could use the input of other
clubs regarding what to do with them.
Therein lies one of BOP’s biggest prob
lems. After talking with college President
Rev. Father Shanley, O.P. at one of BOP’s

Con:

Show the smaller clubs some good lovin’

A couple weeks ago, Student Congress
allocated money to the student clubs and
organizations for the year. This funding is
generally considered seed money to help
get clubs going at the beginning of year
with their first few events. The expecta
tion is that throughout the rest of the year,
these clubs will do fundraising activities to
provide for additional events. However,
one of the largest student organizations on

You asked the question, and we supplied
the battling writers.

Is it really fair for Student Congress to
allocate a majority offunds to one club?
If you would like to see a topic of your choice addressed, e-mail us at
CowlCommentary@yahoo.com

most recent meetings, we realized that
BOP doesn’t have a reliable indicator of
student desires or interests on campus.
Tradition dictates the execution of a lot of
our events and when we do go out on a
limb for new events, it is with a hit-or-miss
mentality. No suggestion box sits outside
our office, no survey is distributed at the
beginning or end of each year with indica
tions of what students would like to see
programmed, and no evaluation sheets
exist to rate our performance. The Cowl
polled its readers recently about what trip
they would most like to attend and 33 per
cent of respondents said they would enjoy
a poetry slam. News to me! I can assure
you that this idea had never crossed a Fine
Arts or Travel Committee member’s mind,
and all because we never asked. Rest
assured, this idea will be discussed in the
near future by BOP.
Despite the controversy and the disap
pointment that allocations annually insti
gates, I stand by Congress’ decision to
allocate the majority of student money to
BOP, but definite improvements need to be
made in the way that money is spent. BOP
cannot expect to automatically receive that
money and should strive to earn by effec
tively providing proposed allocations and
taking a more personal approach to pro
gramming. Their individual committee
proposals and budgets should be available
to the student public for recognition of
what expenses go into event execution, as
well as evaluation of the expenditure of
that money. In turn, smaller clubs need to
acknowledge their limitations and under
stand that an extra thousand dollars will
not necessarily be the answer to their
needs. By establishing inter-club relation
ships and fostering new ideas, an effective
compromise can be reached.

campus, the Board of Programers (BOP),
does not appear to be held to this same
standard, as it is nearly fully funded by
allocation funds.
BOP received $170,500 this year in
Student Congress allocations. That is
more than twice the amount for
Commencement, which received $82,000.
It is also nearly seven times as much as the
$25,000 given to the Student-ActivitiesInvolvement Leadership(S.A.I.L.) office,
WDOM, Veritas, and the Campus Ministry
Center combined. Finally, it is well over
1,000 times more money than what was
given to Colleges Against Cancer, which
raises tens of thousands of dollars for can
cer research each year.
By bringing up these various student
organizations, I do not claim to speak for
them. Maybe they are all perfectly happy
with the funding they received, or maybe
they are able to receive funding by other
means outside Student Congress.
However, when a single student organiza
tion is getting far greater funding than any
other single club, or group of clubs (BOP
received nearly half of the $361,000 given
out to all 41 clubs), it is time for some
basic financial accountability.
I do not want to attack anyone, includ
ing BOP and Student Congress. I think
both organizations provide numerous
events and services to the student body.
Despite this, I do think that given the
chance, several of the smaller organiza
tions on campus could provide many posi
tive services to students as well. The issue
is not who deserves what, but rather the
process by which this is determined.
Year after year, BOP seems to get the
same amount of money, which is far
greater than any other organization.
Considering that funding for most other

organizations can change significantly
from year to year, why does BOP always
receive the most? There can only be two
reasons for this: Either Student Congress
does not really have that much authority
over how the money is being spent or they
are unwilling to seriously reconsider how
the money is distributed. If Student
Congress does not have the authority to
significantly change the breakdown of
funding, it has to be open about that. Yet,
if it simply gives the same amount to BOP
every year because that is what has always
been done, then it is not taking the alloca
tion process seriously enough.
Each year there are issues with many
clubs not getting the funding they request
ed or none at all. This can often prove to
be very discouraging to newly formed stu
dent organizations that are trying to get off
the ground. Certainly we want to encour
age new clubs and organizations, as well
as promote growth in the ones that already
exist. Prospective students are often
drawn to schools that offer diverse activi
ties. If we are consistently spending half
of our funding on a single club, however,
we cannot possibly encourage growth in
smaller organizations.
The allocation process is perhaps one of
the most significant functions of Student
Congress. For this reason, it must be done
well and done transparently. If students no
longer feel their representative body is
doing its job properly, then they will no
longer take that body seriously. Much of
the tuition we all pay is spent on various
aspects of the school over which we have
no control. However, the money given to
Student Congress each year for allocations
is money that we as students do have some
control over. This is another reason why
the process is so important. If we are
going to spend enough money each year on
BOP to pay for all four years of an indi
vidual student’s education at this school,
we need to know why. We need to know
exactly how each dollar of that money is
being spent. When a club gets a couple
hundred dollars at the beginning of each
year, we can assume they probably spend
much of that amount. When a club gets
nearly $200,000 though, we need to know
where it all goes. Do they have any left
over at the end of each year? How much
do they spend on every event? How many
students actually benefit from those
events? The Board of Programers does a
lot and should get significantly more
money than most other clubs, but not near
ly as much funding as the rest of the clubs
combined. I think there needs to be seri
ous discussion about this issue among the
student body. We should hear from all
sides and propose possible reforms in the
allocations process. After, all this is our
money and is supposed to be being spent
for our benefit.

Beer, beer everywhere, but not a drop to drink—’til you’re 21
Just
Czechin’ In
by Shannon Obey ’08
COMMENTARY STAFF

Where would humanity be without
temptation? Perhaps Eve would not have
eaten the apple if God hadn’t told her it
was forbidden. Maybe Romeo and Juliet
would not have loved as strongly had their
families not been feuding. And, maybe the
youth in America would not drink as much
if they were not told they had to wait 21
years to do so legally.
Once we are old enough to understand,
a countdown begins to the time the infa
mous 21st birthday arrives. Few, however,
are able to hold out until then. Take a look
around: It is very rare that you go to a
party where alcohol is not present. When
going out, most do not just have one casu-

the floor of who gets to funnel or play
beiruit next, and there are inevitably sev
eral groups of people playing with dice or
a deck of cards, which are not being used
for Yahtzee or war. And don’t forget the
mountain of Solo cups and beer cans that
certainly do not contain apple juice, scat
tered throughout the room.
If you have yet to see this scene in real
life all you have to do is turn to
Hollywood. In movies like Can’t Hardly
Wait, Get Over It, or Mean Girls the world
has been able to see how Americans can
‘get down’ and manage to fit their entire
high school into their cozy house. With all
this publicity it is no wonder the govern
ment has cracked down and enforced laws
preventing underage drinking and fake
IDs.
But is this the best solution? Will crack
ing down on underage drinking only make
the underage community look at obtaining
alcohol as more of a challenge, one they
will surely be able to beat? After all who
doesn’t love a good challenge?
In the Czech Republic as well as in

is 18, but they seem to have removed this
challenge by not enforcing the rule. Most
Europeans, as a part of their culture, have
been drinking in the comfort of their own
home years before the legal age, not to get
drunk, but rather to learn how to enjoy a
glass of wine with their meals or a beer
with their families.
When exploring the night life here, I
was surprised to find that I never have to
bring my license out because 1 haven’t
been carded. There is more security on the
tram systems than at the night clubs. They
could not card because I’m well over 18,
but they do not, however, even card the 16
year old who walks through the door who
indeed looks his or her age.
Not only do they not card, but you can
not find anyone playing drinking games.
They simply have no reason to play games
since they are there to dance or hang out
with their friends. It occurred to me, how
many parties in America revolve around
around getting drunk, rather than hanging
around with friends.
Tell a little kid not to touch the wet

white fingerprints all over the couch. Tell a
teen he or she is forbidden to drink and you
will have a sneaky teen who will be
grounded several times. But, what if we
incorporated drinking into our culture? If
people had been drinking since they were
young with their parents, showing them
how to drink responsibly, perhaps drinking
would not be such an issue.
Of course this is all speculation, no one
can say for sure what would happen if we
removed temptation. My guess: Eve would
have never eaten the apple if it were just
like every other apple; Romeo and Juliet
would have had a typical love and
lived,;and while at first underage
Americans would enjoy the newfound
freedom, it would lose its excitement, and
slowly the novelty of drinking would run
out. Kids would stop resorting to danger
ous amounts of shots of hard alcohol as the
fastest way to get drunk and learn to appre
ciate alcohol slowly and learn not to abuse
it. Is that not what the government wants
afterall, responsible adults? Present tactics
do not appear to be working; maybe it is
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Express yourself
Art Club provides a creative outlet for students with its Student Art Show

On display (from left to right): Artwork by Amber Rankin '07, Sara Lugo '07, and Meghan Pyle '08

by

Deanna Cioppa ’07
A&E Staff

On Oct. 16, the Art Club will open the
Student Art Show at the Hunt-Cavanaugh
Gallery on East Campus. Art majors or
not, all students were invited to submit
their work to the exhi
CAMPUS
bition; doodler and
FEATURE
Degas alike were wel
come.
And this is what Sara Lugo ’07, who is
running the show this year, wishes to stress
the most.
“It’s really important to know that you
don’t have to be amazing to do [art], to
love [art],” Lugo said. “So many people
feel that art... doesn’t relate to their lives.”
This is exactly what the Art Club is
seeking to address. And this year, it has an
even greater chance to do just that. The
exhibition, which normally lasts only part

of a week, will be open through Oct. 26,
and pieces will even be available for view
ing by non-PC art appreciators in the
monthly Gallery Night at HuntCavanaugh. The show will also be open
for viewing during normal gallery hours,
which are Monday through Friday, 9:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Admission is complete
ly free.
Lugo’s goal is for everyone who wish
es to participate in the exhibition will have
the opportunity to do so. As such, the Art
Club is advertising in the S.A.I.L. Digest,
through student mailbox stuffers, e-mails,
posters, and resident assistants.
So what can we expect to see this year?
Well, according to Lugo, past shows have
included primarily drawings and paintings,
but occasionally students submit even
more creative pieces. Last year, for exam
ple, one student submitted a volcano made
of puzzle pieces -glued together.

Interesante, no? Lugo seems to think so.
“Art isn’t just painting and drawing. . .
We’d like to see a huge variety,” she said.
What about influence? From which
ephemeral Muse does. the Providence
College community soak up its inspira
tion? Lugo’s personal passion is for fab
rics—from silk paintings to hand-sewn
bags.
“I am personally influenced by pop art,
by what’s in the media... I also like seeing
work by my peers,” said Lugo. “It puts a
face to the artist.”
For others, creative inspiration may
come from aspects of their lives, or per
haps from somewhere more whimsical.
“Some people [find inspiration] in the
things they love,” noted Lugo. “Some peo
ple paint what they would love to see but
don’t. Art is a channel for what they
want.”
Due to limited space, not everything

submitted to the Art Club will be exhibit
ed. Lugo and her fellow club members are
currently looking for space in a local cof
feehouse to showcase larger artwork and
overflow from the show.
Ultimately, the Student Art Show is
designed to encourage self-expression in
every student.
“We want people to feel that they can
be more creative,” said Lugo. “An
accounting major may think ‘What do I
know about art?”’
For those people, indeed for all bur
geoning creative minds on campus, Lugo
shared the following words: “There’s noth
ing to lose because there is beauty in
everything.”
So whether you major in studio art or
chemistry, be sure to stop by the HuntCavanaugh Gallery starting Oct. 16 to
view pieces by your peers. After all, you
never know when inspiration will strike!

MtvU’s Indie Grammys
by

James McGehee ’08
A&E Editor

The Oscars. The Grammys. The Tonys.
The Emmys. The Latin Grammys. The
Golden Globes. America loves its arts and
entertainment
awards
ceremonies.
MUSIC
Considering
Oscar
predictions for 2007
FEATURE
will appear on the

Internet before the
2006 Oscars air, maybe America has gone
a bit overboard. But no one complained in
2004 when mtvU (channel 6 on the PC net
work) launched its first awards show, the
Woodies. (In a Family Guy episode, Brian
attended an awards ceremony by the same
name, during which he received a
Woody— for directing a porno. That was a
different show.)
I spoke with Ross Martin, head of mtvU
programming, about the Woodies. Quoting
the official tagline, Martin described the
Woodies as a ceremony that honors the upand-coming artists that college students
“live their lives by.” This reminded me
immediately of American Eagle’s motto:
Live Your Life. Why couldn’t it be just
“Live?” What else exactly could you be
living if not your life?
Anyway, like the Oscars and the
Grammies, the Woodies airs as a theatrical

extravaganza packed with ostentatious
musical performances (Beck, Imogen
Heap, and TV on the Radio), one-liners,
Bush bashing, and gushy thank-you
speeches. The main difference is that col
lege students produce the Woodies.
“College kids are involved in producing
the show right from the start,” said Martin.
“They announce the nominees, vote for the
winners, and appear on camera during the
show.” One student composed original
theme music for last year’s Woodies along
with Fall Out Boy.
Martin said that the Woodies’ ultimate
purpose is to “tear down the walls”
between artists and their college fans,
since the college population is largely
responsible for helping emerging ’ artists
achieve success. “We hope that the cere
mony not only honors your favorite
bands,” said Martin, “but opens your ears
to new music. Who knows? You might
find your next favorite band.”
The benefits work both ways, Martin
explained. The Woodies expose college
students to the music, and thereby pro
motes the artists. He attributed the
Woodies as a factor in Matisyahu’s chart
topping success.
Joe McCaffrey, a guitarist for the Long
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Picks
Not quite Genius of the
Week

Urban Elements

Originally released in 1991, GZA’s Words From The
Genius does not measure up to today’s standards
by

by Mallory Jean Tenore '07
Editor-In-Chief

Ryan Burns ’08
A&E Staff

For years, underground hip-hop fans
have known and respected one of the best
lyricists of all time, GZA from the WuTang Clan. He has appeared on countless
Wu classics, and is
ALBUM
responsible for one of the
REVIEW
best solo albums in WuTang history, Liquid
Swords. This 1995 album put GZA on the
map lyrically and simultaneously solidi
fied the Wu-Tang Clan’s spot in hip-hop
history. Even recent albums, like last
year’s Grandmasters had all the ingredi
ents of classic GZA: Ominous production,
and verbal pictures being painted by the
clever wordsmith.
I had all of this in mind when I was on
sandboxautomatic.com, looking at the
newest hip-hop releases. I was surprised
when I came across Words From The
Genius, a new release from GZA. Once I
purchased the album I was shocked at its
original release date: 1991. After doing
some research, I found out that Words
From The Genius was originally released
on Cold Chillin records in 1991. The com
mercial release didn’t sell a lot of copies
and was subsequently pulled from the
shelves. I was interested in hearing how
GZA sounded before the Wu-Tang era.
When this album was released, GZA went
by the alias The Genius, for his lyrical
prowess.
Easy Mo Bee, who produced songs for
Big Daddy Kane and The Notorious B.I.G,
produced the majority of Words From The
Genius. However, this album started off in
an awkward manner with the song “Come
Do Me.” Picture a classic Wu-Tang beat.
Now picture the opposite and you have
“Come Do Me.” This obvious attempt at
commercial success seemed to have back
fired a little bit. It sounds like a new jack
swing type beat that would’ve been better
suited for a Jodeci track.
Luckily, the album picks up a little bit
after this track. “Phony As You Wanna
Be” showcases GZA in his most comfort
able setting, talking about how good he is
at rapping. This track showcases the grit
ty New York City sound that defined the
early ’90s. This horn-laced beat almost
sounded like something that Pete Rock
would craft up around this same time.
GZA is at his best on this track, calling out
fake emcees who can’t rhyme with lines
like, “I bet none of ya wont, arrange a battle/and prove your style, against a brother
with a totally different profile.” GZA

Under the Tuscan Sun
Directed by Audrey Wells

If you’re looking for a little Italian
romance, you’ll find it in this movie.
Yes, this movie is a chick flick, but it’s
a chick flick with more depth than
one might expect. Frances, played
by the wonderful Diane Lane,
decides to go on a bus tour of
Tuscany to escape her failed mar
riage. While on the tour, she spots a
dilapidated villa and decides to buy it
on a whim. The interactions she has
with the men who come to fix up her
house are hilarious, but the movie
becomes more dramatic when
Frances is thrust into new relation
ships—some painful, some reward
ing. In the end, though, she finds
what she’s looking for under the
Tuscan sun.

That is so ’90s:

Wu Tang Clan’s GZA’s
album may have been
progressive in 1991
(original release date),
but it sounds cliche
when compared
to moden hip-hop.
comes off as an extremely confident emcee
here, which planted the seed for his WuTang skills to grow.
“True Fresh MC” finds GZA mastering
the microphone flawlessly. His pure con
trol of his vocals and flow are similar to
that of the great Rakim. The beat samples
an old Parliament Funkadelic song and
features some of GZA’s greatest battle
lines. Although he uses an old school flow
on this track, one can see how this early
GZA song helped shape his skills for the
future.
Two of my favorite tracks on the album
appear back to back on the second half.
Throughout his career, GZA has been
known to make songs about crime tales,
and has been hailed as one of the greatest
hip-hop storytellers of all time. If the
Notorious B.I.G. was the “rap Alfred
Hitchcock,” then GZA is the rap Quentin
Tarantino. “Life of a Drug Dealer” is typ
ical GZA, and is very similar to his mod
em style with clever wordplay and intrigu
ing storylines. This sets up the next song
perfectly. “Stop the Nonsense” is another

narrative track that talks about the perils of
living the street life. GZA discusses how
the community suffers when drug dealers
are living right down the street, and really
makes a solid effort to seem socially con
scious. The juxtaposition between this
track and the “Life of A Drug Dealer” is
interesting because we as listeners get to
see two sides of the story.
It is hard to review this 1991 album with
a 2006 state of mind. What seems run-of the-mill nowadays was probably venerated
as progressive in 1991. Iam unsure why
this album was not a successful one, but
even in 2006, the themes that GZA dis
cusses on this album are just as pertinent
now as they were in 1991. This album was
monotonous at times, but I’m thankful
there were a few exciting tracks to break
this up a little bit. It was interesting to hear
the GZA that no one knows. I would only
buy this if you are a hardcore GZA fan—
and if you are not, then you probably won’t
like this album.

continued from page 12

Name the lead singer
of the Red Hot Chili
Peppers
If you know the answer to this
question, come apply to the A&E
Staff in Slavin G05.

It’s always a wonder to me why Indie
Arie isn’t more popular. You may
remember her for her first hit single,
“Video,” with lyrics such as, “My
worth is not determined by the price
of my clothes.” Some may find her
cheesy, but her lyrics are confidence
boosters that can put anyone at
ease. Arie’s new album features
duets with an eclectic mix of musical
artists, including Akon and Rascal
Flatts, as well as a soulful rendering
of Don Henley’s “Heart of the Matter."
This song, and “I’m Not My Hair,”
which features Akon, are two of the
best tracks on the album.

GRADE : B-

Take the Music: Nightmare of You
A&E Quiz:
Island rock band Nightmare of You spoke
with me about his band’s two nominations
—the Road Woodie (for best tour) and
Streaming Woodie (most downloaded).
“MtvU has always been supportive of
our band by playing our video,” said
McCaffrey, “but it’s hard to calculate how
it helps. It certainly can’t hurt.”
Nightmare of You is nominated along
side such groups as The Fray, Taking Back
Sunday, All-American Rejects, and Panic!
At the Disco.
Though the band is currently off tour,
when I talked to McCaffrey, he and the

Indie.Arie
Testimony: Vol 1, Life
and Relationship
Universal Motown Records

band were gearing up for a one-night stand
in Boston.
“We are taking some time off after the
AFI Tour,” he said, adding that only now
can they begin thinking about writing the
follow-up to their 2005 self-titled debut.
Vote now for your favorite artists (there
are many nominees I did not mention) at
mtvu.com. You can check out the show on
Nov. 2 at 8:00 p.m. It’s only an hour long.
Which reminds me, now is the time to peti
tion the Academy to cut the Oscars from
four hours plus to a more palatable length.

Book
Bowling Alone
By Robert Putnam

Do you ever feel lonely? You aren’t
alone. Harvard University professor
Robert Putnam interviewed more
than 5,000 people throughout the
last quarter of the 20th century to
show how Americans have become
increasingly disconnected. His stud
ies show that we sign fewer petitions,
join fewer social organizations, and
interact less with family and friends.
Putnam offers his thoughts as to why
this decline has occurred and pro
vides insight as to how it can change.
This isn’t necessarily a fun, bring-tothe-beach book, but it’s definitely
worth a read.
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Last week The Cowl asked its
readers to choose what changes
they would most like to see
made to The Cowl. Here s the
consensus:
0 More investigative
stories about The Cowl -

39%

■ A more attractive front

page - 4%

□ A weekly feature that
chronicles the lives of
PC students - 29%

□ More colored

phot os/ca rt o on s/st ud ent

art - 0%

■ More opinion pieces in

which readers debate
hot issues on campus 29%

THIS WEEK:
What do you think about College President Rev. Brian J.
Shanley, O.P.’s decision to create a School of Business?
1. ) It’s a good idea because it makes PC a more competitive school.
2. ) It’s a smart move because it offers new opportunities for students
interested in studying business.
3. ) It’s risky because it may detract from the other disciplines offered at
the College.
4. ) Having a School of Business will cost the College too much money.
5. ) Having a Business Studies Program is good enough.
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Jack Bauer doesn't read the
news... he just beats it out
of reporters.

And he visits TheCowl-com
to stay up-to-date on all
the latest
news -
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A belated hello to a timely goodbye
by

Jennifer McCafferty ’07
Portfolio Staff

They drove the last 15 minutes of the
ride without speaking. It wasn’t until the
car stopped that Rachel’s sister finally
punctured the silence.
“You sure you don’t want
me to go with you?”
FICTION
Rachel looked up from her
folded hands to meet her sis
ter’s gaze. They were stopped in front of
the church.
“I’ll be OK. Thanks, though,” Rachel
said. She gave me a weak smile, then
opened the door and stepped out into the
brisk November sunlight. It was a lovely
day: The trees looked like royalty adorned
in their finest robes of red and gold, and
the sky was absolutely cloudless. It was
rather ironic, Rachel thought, that she
should be spending such a day dressed in
black and attending Kara’s funeral.
Even more ironic was the fact that
Rachel hadn’t really known Kara, much
less that she had died. The only reason
Rachel had even come home this weekend
was that her professor had the flu and can
celled Monday’s class, and Rachel had
been able to catch a ride home with her
roommate. It wasn’t until she was sitting
in the living room with her parents that her
mother told her that Kara Simmons, “You
remember her, dear, don’t you?” had died

ILLUSTRATION BY ALEX JOHNSON ’07/The Cowl

two days ago in a car accident.
For a moment, Rachel hadn’t been sure
if she did remember who Kara Simmons
was. The name was vaguely familiar—
and then, the recollection of a blonde girl
from her fourth grade Girl Scout troop had
burst into the calm of Rachel’s mind. That
Kara Simmons?
They had gone to the same grade school

and high school. They had even taken a
few of the same classes. But they had
never spoken. It wasn’t that there had been
any animosity between them; indeed, there
had been little of anything between them.
And now, Rachel found herself joining the
stream of people in black, winding its way
towards the church door.
She stepped inside the dimly lit church,
and after her eyes adjusted to the darkness,
she scanned the pews for a place to sit.
The building was packed, and there were
large groups of mourners who had arrived
together taking up entire rows, speaking
lowly and occasionally replacing words
with embraces. Rachel recognized some
of them from high school; a few of them
had been close friends with Kara and were
distraught. She considered going over to
say hello, but a sudden knot of awkward
ness in her stomach compelled her to stop.
What right did she, someone who had
never even spoken to Kara, have to con
sole Kara’s friends? She could offer
generic comfort, but nothing of real sub
stance.
“Should I even be here?” Rachel
thought. Was there really any point in say
ing goodbye to a stranger?
She was still standing at the back of the
church, and it occurred to her that she
could very easily slip out without being
noticed . . .
“Rachel Lewis?”

Rachel spun around, feeling like she had
been caught in the middle of a crime scene.
She found herself facing a woman nearing
the end of middle age with a tired but gen
uine smile. It took Rachel a moment to
recognize her, but the smile was undeni
able: It was Rachel’s old Girl Scout troop
leader.
“Mrs. Carpenter? Wow ... God, I can’t
believe you’re here!” Rachel burst out,
momentarily forgetting her dilemma.
“How are you?”
Mrs. Carpenter’s smile broadened.
“I’m fine, dear. Want to take a seat?” And
without waiting for an answer, she took
Rachel’s hand and led her to a pew
halfway back in the church. She chatted
lightly along the way and asked Rachel
questions about her life since Girl Scouts.
Their conversation, however, was soon cut
off by the funeral procession.
They did not speak to each other again
until after the eulogy. Kara’s brother, after
delivering his memories to the congrega
tion, walked back to his seat amongst
echoes of sniffles. As he took his seat,
Mrs. Carpenter leaned over and whispered
hoarsely to Rachel.
“You know, Kara and I didn’t keep in
touch after Girl Scouts. I barely knew her.
But I’m glad I got re-introduced to her
today.”
Rachel nodded and wiped an unexpect
ed tear from her cheek.

Tiffany & Earl
Making PC an emotionally stable
place, one letter at a time ...
Dear Sleepless,
Midterms are
always a difficult time
of the year. Frankly,
I'm still in summer
mode, and the thought
of barricading myself
in the library is any
thing but appealing—
but, back to you. I
have found that the
best way to cope is to take it slow and focus
on the now. Write yourself a to-do list and
accomplish the things that need to be done
first. Don't worry about the tasks that can
wait until tomorrow or next week, because
the easiest way to get stressed out is to look
at the big picture. If things get really tough,
write out a daily schedule, blocking your
time off hourly. It may seem a little anal
retentive, but at least you’ll get everything
accomplished. Also, allow yourself some
time each night to devote strictly to school
work, and stick to it—don't allow yourself
any distractions.
Dealing with your roommate is another
issue entirely. First, talk to him. Maybe he
doesn't know that what he's doing is even
bothering you. Take his side and praise the
benefits of Facebook.com, MySpace.com
and Instant Messaging, in stalking out the
female gender, but identify that there is a
time and a place for everything-and your
room at 2:00 a.m. is not one of them. If he
still doesn’t understand, then find a spot in a
common room to do your work, and unplug
his Ethernet cord. No Internet means no
AIM. Happy studying!

This Week...
midterm stress & roommate woes

Dear Tiffany and Earl,

I’m stressed. With midterms looming over my head and more papers to write
than I can handle I need a way to cope! My roommate doesn't seem to have as
much work as me and couldn't seem to care less about my current situation.
He stays up to all hours of the night talking on AIM to random girls and,
creepiness aside, it is really hurting both my studying and sleeping schedule.
How do I deal with my midterms and an inconsiderate roommate?
Sleepless in the Suites

Do you sometimes wonder if
Tiffany and Earl are more than just friends?
Or do you have real problems ofyour own?
Let us help you, help yourself
Write to Tiffany and Earl!

Dear Sleepless,
“Guitar Hero” for
Playstation 2 could
very well be the best
game created for a
video entertainment
system. Sorry, third
best game for a
video entertainment
system—“Contra”
and “Mike Tyson's”
Punch-Out with the immortal Glass Joe
hold the one and two slots. Regardless,
since the days of original NES there hasn’t
been a game that has quenched the fire that
bums in my bosom for a game that fills the
hole in my life . . . that is, until now. After
visiting with the debauched members of
the Holy Cross football team, we went
back to their room for a little Playstation 2.
Despite my state, I could not resist the
urge, nay, the driving necessity, to partake
in the game. Similar to “Dance Dance
Revolution,” the player must synch up the
guitar chords one plays to illuminated
markers, while strumming on a large gui
tar-shaped controller. With songs like,
“Godzilla” by the Blue Oyster Cult, one
could not help but fall in love with the
game. My skills, or lack thereof, did not
prohibit me from enjoying myself.
However, it seemed as though true pleas
ure comes from reaching the rarely
attained "Guitar Hero" status. It is my hope
to one day attain this coveted title like Eric
and Mike D., but until then ignore your
roommate. . It’s called College—DEAL
WITHIT.

AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo. com
P.S. Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right,
Left, Right, B, A, Start gives you 30 lives
in Contra and 007-373-5963 is the code to
fight Mike Tyson.
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Flamenco dancing in Seville
perfection through improvisation
Erica Carrol ’08
Featured Writer

by

As I waited impatiently outside the
main doors of the Teatro Alameda, the
night air rushing in from the street gave me
a chill. Having arrived approximately four
minutes late for the flamenco
SI LDr show, my friends and I were
ABROAD told we couldn’t enter until
there was a pause in the per
formance. The fact that everything going
on inside the theater was audible outside
the doors didn’t help. Every hand clap,
foot stomp and guitar chord reached our
ears and I could tell I was missing some
thing good.
Seville is currently hosting the Bienal
de Flamenco, a month-long dance festival
held every two years to showcase some of
the best flamenco talent in the country to
and celebrate its long history as a key part
of Spanish culture. Various theaters
throughout the city take turns putting on
these amazing productions with four
weeks jam-packed with at least one per
formance every night.
To take advantage of this unique oppor
tunity, my friends and I headed to the box
office and bought the first available tick
ets. Even then, there was a very short list
of remaining shows that weren’t sold out.
Seville has been the home of many fla
menco dynasties, and it’s still a huge pub
lic draw for foreigners and locals alike.
Never having seen a professional fla
menco show before, I wasn’t sure what to
expect when I arrived at the theater that
night. Nothing could have prepared me for

what I experienced during those 90 min
utes. Part of the art and appeal of flamenco
is how powerful it is, not just for the per
formers, but for the audience as well.
My first impression was that this was
the most ultimate blend of dance, music ,
and drama I had ever seen. Three singers’
haunting voices narrated the story, and two
guitarists and a drummer set the mood with
a musical accompaniment that was
extremely complex but rendered flawless
ly. Just listening to them alone would have
made showing up to the theater worth
while.
As important as the musicians and
singers were in setting the backdrop, it was
the dancers—two men and one woman—
who brought the most energy and passion
to the performance. All eyes immediately
followed the bright spotlight each time
they made an entrance onstage. This was
especially true for the woman, who came
out with a new dress for every number,
each more dramatic and striking than the
previous. At first, she wore an elegant
black dress, then a tight, green sequined
one, and finally, a bold red dress with a
huge ruffled train that literally had to be
kicked out of the way as she danced.
The technical aspect of the performance
was also impressive. Every movement was
locked in perfection with the drumbeat and
guitar rhythms but still, maintained an
improvisational feel with every shout and
finger snap. This was as integral to the per
formance as if they had been choreo
graphed along with the dancers’ steps.
Despite how amazing everything that
took place onstage was, it was probably

the audience that
made the experience
so memorable for
me. Never have I
seen such a lively
and involved crowd.
I’m pretty sure some
of them actually
thought they were
part of the produc
tion—and in a way,
they were. Impulsive
shouts of approval,
usually alternating
between jOle! jVale!
and I'Guapal, could
be heard all through
out the show. It was
moving to realize
just how important
flamencos,
and
retaining tradition in
general, still are to
the Sevillanos. For
these individuals—
it’s their dance, it’s
their history, it’s their culture.
It soon became apparent to me that all
the force and passion shown by the per
formers were rooted in the emotions of the
audience. The inspiration for the pieces
was provided by its viewers. Approval of
the crowd was essential because it showed
that the identity of the people was being
interpreted authentically. Spectacle and
spectator were inseparable. The perform
ers received a standing ovation, applauded
by an entire audience clapping the same
spontaneous rhythm, which was started by

MALLARY JEAN TENORE ’07/The Cowl

a small group in the front and soon spread
throughout the theater. The excitement in
the room was irresistible.
I went to the theater that night assum
ing this performance was a good opportu
nity to experience traditional Spanish cul
ture, but it was more than that. It was an
inspiration and reminder to always
approach each day with the same enthusi
asm for life that the Sevillanos continuous
ly display.

Jazz... to be continued
Dan Meehan ’07
Portfolio Staff

by

I get to shivering in a cold bath by the time
Sunday evening rolls around,
hustling thread through hallways
floating on the sound of jazz trumpet,
up from the stereo in the living room,
ghosts whistling at my young white body,
I can’t take the garbage out this evening,
not without the jazz group,
they been scaring me and
protecting me.

as birds sip between
Kyle Vealey ’09
Portfolio Staff

by

Two sharpened flowers, nineteen small smiles fixed
by three-looped jerked as roses squeeze seven white
while be
low

“Hands-on attraction show. 7 pounds for two rounds’’
outgrowing faint twists along a brim v
ertebrae, hand-on hips peering out from Charity,
limptired as worn

peer of cigarette motion, slow puff other hand
batofeyes mouthed motion ’babywa-cough
-ant som’
lick
there are bottled mornings in her bicep s
and shining pale and smooth, dry along a
stained multitude of flowers.
eight fingers are struggle's hold
opening entirely opaque.
For
doubt of pureness seems doubt of love
as birds sip between the breasts of absurd.

Sexed up layered assaults of sound waves
crashing and burning up firestorms in the
black night, flashes of brass, dresses
run up the knees, cigarettes and grit
and grease and ruining rhyme.
A cat
in the comer can’t stand
the hypnosis of marijuana any longer
than the horn can scream
get to the streets boy,
finish that wine!

Dine on tribal salute and ageless fruit,
with that holy hymnal hovering
over every pot and pan that
bangs in the tar.

invented and printed neatly.

Oh, jazz, oh please don’t forget
the cool of the bath water,
don’t blur me yet
there are ghosts outside and
they want my flesh, ripped
and tom to pieces—glorious!

The sewers smoke for the
shadows that grope at the
curtains of young girls’ skirts,
it hurts to see the slaughter
of the perennial wedding daughter,
but the night says not how it works,
it’s a stained dirty syringe-—
and it hurts.

When my ears rot and
my legs bum to stumps
and my eyes bleed yellow
while the sun mightily trumps
through the hairs in my head
and the thick of my neck
let the jazz claim me dead
as the cause of my death.

Sanctuary, fields of abstract art and
spaces between the squares,
Walt Disney wallpaper flushed
with seventy five different pictures of the same Marilyn Monroe face,
come back around and pick me up
and knock me down back out into
the home crowd so my clothes are dispersed
among the hungry dying souls.
Relive, I relearn my own
culture in my own country
in my own shadow of flags
and daggers and boogie men
tied to the moon with a metal
rod through the heart’s bloody
center.

Further away, further away
straw and leather
bum together
and hollow men give in to the howl.
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Ifyou could wrestle any former
American president, who would it be
and why?

“I’d fight Clinton because Monica was mine!”
Isaac Wash ’07

“Taft because he broke my bathtub.”
Garrett Owen ’08

“Jimmy Carter, no contest.”
Kaitlyn Buttermore ’08 and Andrew Lambert ’10 and Erica
Cauterucci ’07

“Abe Lincoln because he’s bony.”
Sophia Georgio ’09

“George Washington because he wears a sissy wig.”
Vincent Coci to ’08

“Y’know, I’d fight my dad. George Bush
Senior. He’s one heck of a ball of fire in the
ring.”
George W. Bush
FORBES.COM
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Ashley Rissolo

Alex Bury

Women’s Tennis
Sophomore—Southport, Conn.

Men’s Soccer
Junior—Shrewsbury, Mass.

Rissolo won two of three matches at No. 1 singles
for the Friars, while the team went 2-1 overall.
Rissolo was successful in the team’s matches
against Holy Cross and Monmouth.

Bury scored the gamewinning goal in a 2-1 over
time win against Pittsburgh on Saturday. He now
has four goals and two assists for the Friars, who
move to 6-2 overall in the Big East.

Scores

Schedules

Thursday 10/5

Friday 10/13

W, 5-2

Women’s Tennis at Holy Cross
Friday 10/6

Women’s Soccer vs. Syracuse
Men’s Hockey vs. St. Thomas (Exh.)

L, 1-0
W, 4-0

3:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Women’s Soccer vs. DePaul
Men’s Hockey vs. Clarkson
Field Hockey at Syracuse
Women’s Volleyball at St. Francis
Saturday 10/14

Saturday 10/7

Women’s Tennis vs. Monmouth
Men’s Soccer vs. Pittsburgh
Men’s Cross Country at NE Championships
Women’s Cross Country at NE Championships

W, 7-0
W, 2-1 (OT)
Ind. Results
19th of 46

Women’s Tennis at New England Championships
Men’s Soccer at Notre Dame
Cross Country at Pre-Nationals
Women’s Volleyball at St. Peter’s
Women’s Ice Hockey vs. St. Lawrence
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. St. Lawrence

9:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Sunday 10/8

Field Hockey at Louisville
Women’s Soccer vs. St. John’s

L, 4-1
L, 3-2

Tuesday 10/10

Men’s Soccer vs. Brown
Women’s Tennis vs. Hartford

W, 2-1
W, 7-0

Wednesday 10/11

Women’s Volleyball at Quinnipiac

W, 3-0

Sunday 10/15

1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

Field Hockey at New Hampshire
Women’s Soccer vs. Notre Dame
Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Colgate
Wednesday 10/18

Men’s Soccer at Seton Hall
Field Hockey at Brown
Women’s Volleyball at Quinnipiac
Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Northeastern

1:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Standings
NFHCA/STX Division I Field Hockey Poll (10/10)

Votes
Team
718
1. Maryland
696
2. Wake Forest
688
3. Old Dominion
617
4. Duke
5. North Carolina 557
6. Boston College 550
7. Ohio State
531
448
8. Penn State
414
9. Connecticut
408
10. Virginia

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Indiana
348
Louisville
317
California
289
Providence
234
Villanova
178
James Madison 173
154
American
142
Richmond
William & Mary 77
71
Michigan

Men’s Soccer Big East Blue Division Standings (10/10)

Team
W
West Virginia 6
Connecticut 6
Providence 6
Notre Dame 6
Seton Hall
5
Pittsburgh
3
Georgetown 2
Marquette
0

Big East
L
0
1
2
2
3
3
6
8

T
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

Pts.
19
19
18
18
15
10
6
0

Overall
L
1
10
8
3
3
9
3
9
7
5
4
7
4
9
1
11

w

T_
2
2
0
2
1
2
0
1
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FH: ‘Critical’games this week
continued from back page

With the loss, Providence drops to 2-1
in the Big East and No. 14 in the country.
However, the season is far from over, even
after dropping back-to-back matches.
Both of the teams they lost to have been
ranked and the Friars are tied for second in
the Big East with Louisville and the
University of Connecticut. Only Villanova
remains undefeated, and on top of the con
ference, with a 3-0 record. So while there
really aren’t any good losses, these are the
types of games that the Friars can take
something away from.

This is a huge conference
game for us. We’re nip and
tuck in the standings with
Syracuse so this is critical in
achieving our goal to make
the Big East Tournament. We
anticipate this to be a very
intense battle.
Head Coach Diane Madl on this
weekend’s game at Syracuse
“We have to look at the quality of the
teams we’ve lost to,” said Madl. “We did
n’t anticipate these losses but we respect
the teams we lost to. They’re very talent
ed and we play these teams to get better.
We can learn from this.”
The Friars will strive to keep their Big
East tournament hopes alive and end their

losing streak with three road games this
week. All of the contests come against
teams that beat Providence in 2005.
“We’ve been missing our intensity late
ly,” said McGow. “We need everyone
going at their hardest all game at the level
we know how to play.”
Friday’s matchup will feature PC
against Syracuse (2-2). The Orange are
looking to rebound after being shut out on
Sunday, Oct. 8, by No. 16 Villanova.
Game time is at 7:00 p.m.
“This is a huge conference game for
us,” Madl said. “We’re nip and tuck in the
standings with Syracuse so this is critical
in achieving our goal to make the Big East
Tournament. We anticipate this to be a
very intense battle.”
From there, the team travels to Durham,
N.H., to face off against the University of
New Hampshire Wildcats at 1:00 p.m. on
Sunday, Oct. 15.
Last season the Wildcats shut out the
Friars 1-0 in a close match, but this year
could be a different story. UNH (1-11) has
struggled all season and lost to the
University of Albany last weekend. The
roadtrip will wrap up with a stop at Brown
(7-2) on Wednesday, Oct. 18, at 4:00 p.m.
“We need our positive mindset back,”
said McGow. “If we think we can win, we
will.”
Even though the teams Providence will
face this week are not as highly ranked as
Louisville and BC, the Friars will continue
to treat each opponent like a Big East foe
and will take the season one day at a time.
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Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to
hear from you! Just e-mail your questions
either about PC sports or sports in general to
cowlsports@gmail.com, and we'll do our
best to answer them—-and stir up a little
debate if we can!

Thanks,
The Cowl Sports Staff

I’m already looking forward to next year’s college football season because I
think that my boys—Penn State—have a great shot at the national title. But I
guess there’s still this season to play, and I’m wondering who you guys think
will win the national title this year. —Matthew Fessler ’07
Let’s look at the top three teams in the
AP Poll—Ohio State, Florida, and USC—
to decide this.
USC’s narrow win over Washington
scares me because there are times when the
Trojans do not play up to their potential.
That could play a major factor in
November, because the tough stretch of
No. 18 Oregon, No. 10 Cal, and No. 9
Notre Dame will need 100 percent effort.
Pete Carroll is a great college coach, but I
don’t see this being the year.
Florida has been extremely fun to watch
because their QB tandem of senior Chris
Leak and freshman Tim Tebow can be
deadly, as LSU found out last week.
However, like USC, their upcoming sched
ule is haunting. The Gators will play an
angry No. 11 Auburn team that was
stunned last week and will definitely be
fired up this week. And while FSU isn’t
fighting for a major bowl this year, you can
bet on Bobby Bowden giving his instate
rivals a heck of a game.
This leads me to Ohio State. The
Buckeyes proved last year they can win a
Big Bowl, taking down Notre Dame in the
Fiesta Bowl, and they have defeated Texas
and Iowa convincingly this year. They are
led by Heisman candidates Ten Ginn Jr.
and Troy Smith on offense, and their
defense has not allowed more than 17
points in a game this year. Also, OSU’s
remaining schedule is fairly easy, with
only No. 4 Michigan as their last game of
the season, which is at home. I like Ohio
State defeating Florida for all the marbles.

The Buckeyes are certainly the favorites
right now, but my pure, unadulterated
hatred for that sleazy program prevents me
from picking them. So let’s go process of
elimination. Nobody can get through a full
SEC without a loss, so count out Urban
Meyer’s Florida team.
Either West
Virginia or Louisville will go undefeated
(I’m banking on the healthier Mounts). So
the winner of that showdown has a chance
for the national title, as does Michigan, if
the Wolverines manage to knock off Ohio
State in the Nov. 18 showdown in the
Horseshoe. But whoever makes the title
game will fall to a team that many seem to
have forgotten about: USC.
Hear me out on this: the knock on the
Trojans is that they lost Leinart, Bush,
White, etc., and that’s a legitimate con
cern. But USC has become the Mecca for
blue chip recruits the past few years, and
the Trojans get to beat up on the woeful
Pac-lO as they develop the next generation
of USC stars—freshmen like Emmanuel
Moody, C.J. Gable, and Patrick Turner.
Add to that the fact that junior quarterback
John David Booty is the real deal, and you
have a dangerous, athletic football team.
I think the Trojans work out the kinks
throughout the rest of their schedule, win a
hotly-contested showdown with Notre
Dame on Nov. 25 and then shock the coun
try by toppling No. I Ohio State in the
BCS Championship Game on Jan. 8. At
least, that’s my hope—I’ll be depressed if
the Buckeyes cheat their way to another
national tide.
—Kevin O ’Brien ’07

XC: Looking to Pre-Nationals
continued from back page
Freshmen Lauren Riley and Kate
Tomlinson aided in Providence’s perform
ance, capturing 113th and 197th place
respectively. Senior Bernadette Boyle
rounded out the effort for the Friars post
ing a time of 20:21 and capturing 222nd.
After the New England Championships,
the cross country team shifts focus to the
Pre-Nationals to in Terre Haute, Ind.
“This is going to be a huge weekend for
us,” said Treacy. “We are going to have
the opportunity to run against the best in
the country. For women probably the top
24 out of 25 teams will be there and prob
ably 20 out of 25 of the best men’s teams.
This is going to give us insight into what
we can expect to see later in the season.
This should be a good indicator of what we
will be facing.”
The Friars are ranked among the top-20
in the nation in the latest USTFCCCA

Division I National Poll, which was
released on Tuesday, Oct. 10. The men’s
team is No. 18 while the women found
themselves at No. 10. With Wisconsin
ranked No. 1 in the men’s poll and
Stanford in the women’s, the Friars know
who their competition is and are eager for
a good meet—this weekend.
“I hope that we place well as a team in
the meet,” said junior Ahmed Haji who
will be running this weekend in the Pre
Nationals. “If we can run well now, then
we won’t have to worry about running
hard at regionals.”
The men and women’s cross country
teams return to action this Saturday, Oct.
14, at Pre-Nationals in Terre Haute, Ind.
Following the Pre-Nationals, the Friars
will journey back to Franklin Park in
Boston, Mass., where all who have quali
fied, not just the B-Team, will take part in
the 2006 BIG EAST Cross Country
Championships on Friday, Oct. 27.
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Friars Update
A recap of the week in Providence sports
Men’s Hockey blanks Tommies, 4-0
The Providence College Men’s Hockey
Team defeated St. Thomas University in
an exhibition tilt on Friday, Oct. 6 at
Schneider Arena in what was their final
tune-up for the regular season. The Friars
took advantage of some overly spirited
Tommies play that led to a banage of St.
Thomas penalties, and promptly capital
ized to the tune of three power play goals.
The Friars, who last year defeated St.
Thomas 2-1 in an overtime exhibition
match, got out to an early lead about mid
way through the second period. Junior for
wards Jon Rheault and senior forward
Colin McDonald bore down on St.
Thomas’s defense, skating in on the rush.
At the top of the circle, Rheault noticed
McDonald beat his defenseman to the
inside and backhanded a pass, leading the
cutting McDonald to the net. After a quick
deke, McDonald slid the puck past St.
Thomas’s Aaron Molnar to give the Friars

the lead.
It was the only goal they would need.
In the second, PC took advantage of a
St. Thomas tripping penalty. After some
strong power play quarterbacking at the
top of the left circle by Rheault, freshman
center John Cavanagh was able to find sen
ior Tony Zancanaro open in the front for a
2-0 score. Early in the third, Rheault
added a tally of his own as McDonald and
Cavanagh set him up for an easy finish.
Zancanaro added his second of the game
later in the period, with assists to sopho
more Kyle Laughlin and Cavanagh.
Cavanagh finished with three assists.
The Friar defensive effort was out
standing, as the team killed off five penal
ties and did not allow the Tommies any
real “Grade A’’ scoring chances. All three
Providence netminders were solid, as jun
ior Tyler Sims, freshman Ryan Simpson,
and sophomore Chris Mannix all com
bined on the shutout effort.

COURTESY OF SPORTS

The Friars will officially open the 200607 season this Friday and Saturday, as
new-look Schneider Arena sees its first
season action. Faceoff both nights is at
7:00 p.m.. as the team takes on visiting
Clarkson and St. Lawrence, respectively.

Tennis tops Monmouth, Holy Cross
The Providence College’s Women’s
Tennis Team improved to 3-1 on the young
season by upending Holy Cross 5-2 on
Thursday, Oct. 5, and by dominating
Monmouth 7-0 on Saturday, Oct. 7.
Thursday’s clash with Holy Cross was a
makeup, but PC proved ready. The team
took four of six singles matchups, and two
of three doubles matchups. The singles
wins were posted by Ashley Rissolo (6-2,
6-4); Kerry Schulz (6-2, 6-1); Dara
Hawkins-Hodgson (6-2, 6-1); and Jen
Cusack (6-2, 6-3). Doubles victories were
earned by the teams of Rissolo and Allison
Cohen (8-6); and Schulz and Meghan
Gilroy (8-6).
The team responded with even better
results against Monmouth on Saturday,
sweeping all of the singles events in post
ing a 7-0 win. Rissolo (6-2, 6-1), Gilroy
(6-3, 6-1), Schulz (6-4, 7-5), Cohen (6-1,
6-1), Hawkins-Hodgson (7-5, 6-0), and
Cusack (6-1, 6-0) all coasted to victory.
The doubles tandems of Schulz and Gilroy
(8-2), and Hawkins-Hodgson and Cusack
(8-2), were both victorious as well.
The Friars also went on to win 7-0 at
home over Hartford on Tuesday, Oct. 10.
PC returns to action this weekend at the
New England Championships in Fairfield,
Conn.
—Drew Goucher ’08

CLASSIFIEDS
Spring Break ‘07!
Call STS for this year's top ten Spring Break destinations! Earn the Highest rep commissions! Ask about our
group discounts! Voted best party schedules. 1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com
Apartments For Rent from WWW.PROVIDENCEPLACES.COM:
Many 3-12 bed, recently renovated, apartments and full houses available.
Houses on Oakland, Pembroke, Eaton, Pinehurst, and Tyndall. Most have new bathrooms, new kitchens,
hardwood floors, parking and laundry. Many also have phone , cable, and high speed internet connections in
every room. Check out pictures on our web site or call 401-952-0966 for more details.
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PC drops two heartbreakers in weekend homestand
by

Mike Springer’08
Sports Staff

Putting forth another strong effort, the
’rovidence College Women’s Soccer
earn unfortunately lost two heartbreakers
t home this weekend, falling 1-0 to
Syracuse and 3-2 to St.
John
’s.
WOMEN’S
Fresh
off their thrilling
SOCCER
0-0 double overtime tie
against No. 13 Villanova,
he Friars came out strong in Friday’s
;ame against the Orange. Solid defensive
day and good goalkeeping kept the game
coreless in the first half, as junior keeper
.aura Elfers made three of her four saves.
’C held the Orange to just three shots and
>ne corner kick in the opening stanza.
Defensively, the Friars have been one of
he better teams in the Big East—ranking
hird with 76 saves this season—and have
>osted five shutouts. Providence has also
illowed just 15 goals all season, which
anks ninth best in the Big East.
“Everyone on defense has this great
nentality where they want to win everyhing and go after every ball.” said Elfers
I feel very confident playing behind
hem.”
Even with PC’s strong defensive play,
he Orange broke through in the second
lalf when sophomore defender Sarah Van
Jickle headed the ball in at the 52:52 mark,
/an Sickle leads the Orange in both points
ind goals this season.
Battling hard, the Friars’ offense was
ible to put consistent pressure on the
Grange; PC ended the game leading 12-7
n shots and tied the Orange with two corter kicks apiece. Unfortunately, it was not
rnough to help the Friars overcome their
ieficit, as they fell 1-0.

COURTESY OF SPORTS

Junior goaltender Laura Elfers has been invaluable to her team this season, helping
to limit the Friars’ opponents to 15 goals all season.
After the game, Elfers spoke highly of each of their teammates, commemorating
her teammates and the effort they put their careers at PC.
“I think it was well deserved,” said
forth.
Head
Coach Jim McGirr. “Both those
“We never gave up, and everyone played
extremely hard as we kept fighting up to young ladies deserve the recognition and
honor for the four years that they commit
the very end,” she said.
Continuing their homestand Sunday, the ted to the program. They have been out
Friars celebrated Senior Day by honoring standing role models for the team and the
defensemen Leah Vieira and midfielder program both on and off of the field.”
Feeding off of their emotional high,
Erin Mastrodonato. Both players were met
at midfield by their coaches and families as Providence struck first, as freshman for
they were each given a plaque, signed by ward Jill Cambum would connect for her

second goal of the season to put the Friars
up 1-0 at the 22:52 mark. Providence car
ried the lead into halftime, outshooting the
Storm 6-5 and holding a 2-0 on corner
kicks.
In the second half, the Red Storm
offense came out rejuvenated, and scored
three unanswered goals, beginning with
junior defender Julianna Cohen’s goal in
the 50th minute to tie the game.
“In the first half there was outstanding
team spirit and mentality,” said McGirr.
“But in the second half we just had a lack
luster moment and gave away a poor foul
in a dangerous area, and they capitalized
on it.”
Shortly after, the Red Storm scored
again to go up 2-1 when freshman forward
Amanda Santos connected in the 58th
minute. But the game-winning goal for the
Red Storm would be scored in the 67th
minute, when freshman midfielder
Amanda Pasciolla found the net to put the
Storm up 3-0.
Showing their resiliency, the Friars bat
tled back when Vieira scored her second
goal of the season at the 81:39 mark to
make it 3-2. Just two minutes later, Vieira
appeared to have scored again, but the goal
was called off due to offsides. Coming off
a tough loss, McGirr remained positive
about his team and the improvements they
had made.
“We are a much better team now than
we were last year,” McGirr said. “I think
a lot of players see the improvement.”
With the loss, the Friars fall to 3-5-5 on
the season and 0-5-2 in Big East play.
Providence will return to action this week
end for their final two home games of the
season, as it takes on DePaul (3-9-2) on
Friday, Oct. 13 and undefeated Notre
Dame (13-0-0) on Sunday, Oct. 15 as they
look for their first Big East win.

Big Wins: Daley’s boys keep

pace in Big East, topple Brown
continued from back page

Last year, the two played to a draw. The
win also brought their season’s record to
10-3—PC’s most wins since 1984, when
the Friars made the NCAA tournament for
the first time ever.
Both teams had been ranked nationally
over the course of the year. In this week’s
NSCAA poll, Brown was No. 14, and they
were No. 18 in the Soccertimes.com poll.
The Friars had dropped out of the top 25
this week, but Tuesday’s victory—PC’s
first over a ranked opponent this season—
could change that when the next rankings
come out.
“It’s icing on the cake to beat the high
er ranked team. It was real nice to beat

them,” said Maduro.
“To beat them is a testament to our
guys. We fought for everything today,”
said Daley.
The victory ends a successful, 3-1
homestand for the Friars.
“It’s good, you know. 1 couldn’t wait
for the homestand. So many people came
to watch, it’s great,” said Maduro.
Daley added, “We pride ourselves on
playing good at home.”
Three more games remain in the regu
lar season, all in the Big East. The next
two are on the road. The first is against
always-tough Notre Dame Saturday night.
PC’s final road match is with Seton Hall on
Wednesday. Following that, the Friars will
finish the season at home.

10-3 is a great way to
start. If you finish 10-6,
though, people will
forget about you.
Head Coach Chaka Daley on
the rest of PC’s schedule

The Friars know their journey is far
from finished. With the Big East tourna
ment starting at the end of the month,
they’re coming into the regular season
home stretch, but this group expects to be
playing well into the postseason.
“10-3 is a great way to start. If you fin
ish 10-6, though, people will forget about
you,” said Daley.
As the coach always says, they’ll take
it one game at a time. It is a strategy that
has worked these past two years, and will
continue this year as well.
“A very tough game in Notre Dame”
awaits the Friars, according to Maduro.
The Irish are currently tied with them in
the Big East standings. Saturday’s results
will have a great impact on their seeding in
the conference tournament.
As the season winds down, the story
keeps getting better for Daley and his
team. They will continue to play aggres
sive, scrappy, persistent soccer—and Friar
fans hope it will continue to bring wins to
Friartown.
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NEs for
B-team,
A’s rest
by

Greg Hartwell ’07
Sports Staff

While most of the Providence
College community went home
or ventured out to party over
Columbus Day Weekend, the
Men and Women’s
CROSS
Cross Country B
COUNTRY Team ran in the
New
England
Championships. Traveling to
Franklin Park, Boston, Mass, for
the meet on Saturday, Oct. 7,
members of the men’s and
women’s teams competed against
opponents ranging from Boston
College to the University of
Connecticut while the A-Team
rested for the upcoming Pre
Nationals on Saturday Oct. 14.
“We chose to have the B-team
for both the men and women
compete,” said Head Coach Ray
Treacy. “It was an opportunity for
those who didn’t get a chance to
race at Notre Dame and wouldn’t
be racing at the Pre-Nationals to
get a race in. Overall, we had a
solid performance from those that
raced.”

“This is going to be a
huge weekend for us. We
are going to have the
opportunity to run against
the best in the country.
Head Coach Ray Treacy on
the upcoming Pre-Nationals

Two members of the men’s
team took on the field at Franklin
Park in hopes of outrunning their
competition.
Senior
Matt
Kinback and junior Chris
McDermott represented the
Friars at the meet, finishing in
44th with a time of 25:32 and
95th at 25:58, respectively.
“Overall we competed well,”
said Kinback. “I was able to run
well and as a result ran my per
sonal best. It was a large field of
competition with around 300 or
so in both the Varsity and JV run
ners, so the competition was
tough but we did well.”
While only two men raced, the
women sent a larger field and fin
ished 19th in the team standings
out of 46. The team amassed 595
points with the help of sopho
more Sarah Morgan who finished
first for the Friars and 25th over
all with a time of 18:21.
“We were hoping to squeeze
into the top 15 of the competi
tion,” said Treacy. “The meet had
a lot of D-l and D-2 teams so
being able to finish in the top half
with our B-team was very
rewarding.”
Also contributing to PC’s 595
points was sophomore Kate
Campbell with a 38th place finish
and time of 18:33. With their
times both Morgan and Campbell
qualified to compete at the
upcoming Big East Champion
ships.
XC/Page21

PC leaves it late, but snags two wins
by

Ryan Holt ’09
Sports Staff

They’ve done it before and
they did it again. After a tough
loss last week, the Providence
College Men’s Soccer Team
rebounded to win
MEN'S twice at home.
SOCCER
Saturday, it
defeated Big East
foe Pittsburgh in overtime, 2-1.
The Friars started the game off
slow, giving the Panthers quite a
few opportunities. Just 10 min
utes into the game, Pittsburgh
took an early 1-0 lead.
The Friars trailed at halftime.
In the second half, however, they
experienced an awakening. The
defense tightened up, creating
more opportunities on the offen
sive side. Their efforts culminat
ed in a goal in the 65th minute by
freshman Jonathan Medcalf. His
goal tied the game at 1-1 and was
his sixth of the year, tops for the
team.
The tie lasted the length of
regulation, leading to overtime.
Six minutes into the extra frame,
on a corner kick, junior Alex
Bury netted the game-winner.
Despite the slow start, the
Friars had momentum for much
of the game. They outshot
Pittsburgh 25-11. The win gives
PC 18 points in Big East play,
just one shy of first place West
Virginia and Connecticut.
“1 think we played real shaky
at the beginning, our slowest
start,” said junior Ryan Maduro.
“Luckily, it wasn’t through the
whole game. We came back and
found a way to win.”
“We came out slow,” said
Head Coach Chaka Daley. We
fought back and played well. We
outshot them. We came back and

MARY PELLETIER ’09/The Cowl

Junior midfielder Michael Narciso tries to win the ball against Pittsburgh on Saturday. The Friars
have enjoyed their recent homestand, beating both Pitt and No. 14 Brown at Glay Field this week.
found a way to win. When we
were behind, we did our best.”
Daley added that if they had
such a slow start Tuesday, they
would have been buried. That
day, cross-town rival Brown trav
eled to Glay for their annual
match-up.
The rivalry certainly lived up
to its billing. The game was
hard-fought from kickoff to the
final whistle.
“This was a typical PC-Brown
game: Tough, tough, tough,” said
Maduro.
Hard hits and hustle was the
name of the game that afternoon.
It was obvious that both sides
wanted this one.
“With Brown, it’s fouls all
around—whoever gets the last
little scuffle gets it. It’s always a

battle,” said sophomore forward
Tim Ritter.
Daley, who has experienced
the rivalry as both a player and
now as a coach, reflected, “It’s
always a little special to play
Brown. They have a great pro
gram, a good coach. It’s always
tough playing them.”
The Friars and Bears traded
scoring opportunities in the first
half. Following some great saves
by both netminders, PC struck
first. In the final minute of the
first half, freshman Benjamin
Wexler scored, giving the Friars
the lead heading into halftime.
The goal was his first of his col
legiate career.
Early in the second half,
Brown struck back. The game
would remain tied for most of the

remainder of the game.
As tensions mounted due to
tough tackles and scoring
chances came and went for both
sides, it looked like the Friars
were headed to their second
straight overtime.
With just
under six minutes remaining,
however, the game was decided.
Tim Ritter put one in from about
15 yards out, sealing the deal for
the Friars.
“I got on it, beat my guy, and
scored,” he said. “It’s the greatest
feeling (to score the game win
ner), especially because it’s
Brown, and they’re ranked high.”
The win was the Friars’ first
against their rival since 1993.
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No. 12 Friars fall to No. 13 Cardinals
by Erin Redihan ’08
Asst. Sports Editor

It has been a rough week for
the Providence College (11-3)
Field Hockey Team. Their last
two games have been against two
of the top 20 teams in the country,
and the competiFIELD tion has been stiff.
HOCKEY
Last week, the
Friars dropped a
close contest to then-No. 4
Boston College, a team that had
just knocked off then-No. 5 Duke
University. Providence played
hard, but a squandered penalty
corner and another close shot in
the final minutes left them on the
short end of a 2-1 score.
On Sunday, the team looked to
avenge not only the loss to BC
but also last season’s setback
against No. 12 Louisville (8-5).
Going into the match with the
Cardinals, the Friars knew they
would be playing a tough team
but they were up to the challenge,
having won both of their Big East
games so far this year.
They were no match for
Louisville, though, and the
Cardinals came away with a 4-1
win, marking the first time all
season that the Friars have lost
consecutive games.
The Cardinals struck first
when Jessica Javelet capitalized

courtesy of sports

Freshman Nellie Poulin waits for the ball and the chance to help
her team. The field hockey team got off to a great start but has
struggled this week, losing its last two matches.

on a penalty comer in the eighth
minute to take a 1-0 lead. PC
erased the lead when senior
Emily Ewens’ shot eluded
Louisville goalie Marie-Claire
Heller. That proved to be the
only Friar goal for the day.

“Emily’s goal was beautiful,”
said Providence Head Coach
Diane Madl. “It showed how
confident and experienced she is.
She was able to attack with speed
even with a defender on her back
and her shot found the back of the

net. She has really stepped it up
this year.”
The Cardinals took the lead for
good at 24:15, making the score
at halftime 2-1. Javelet was the
star of the second half for the
Cardinals, scoring both of their
goals. She was named the Big
East Offensive Player of the
Week on Monday, Oct. 9, follow
ing her strong game on Sunday.
“This was a tough loss,” said
Madl. “We went in confident and
hoped for a different result but
this game put a lot in perspective.
Now we have a better idea of
what we need to work on.”
Louisville outshot the Friars
21-5 for the game. Ewens had
the only two shots on goal for PC.
Her two goals moved her into a
tie for second on the team with
freshman Nellie Poulin, senior
Lauren Sickel, and junior Abby
Maguire with four.
Senior Melissa McGow con
tinues to lead the Friars with eight
goals.
Freshman goaltender
Rachel Chamberlain played the
entire game in net and had 12
saves for the Friars.
“That was a tough game,” said
McGow. “We didn’t play as well
as we can but we hope to play
them again in the Big East
Tournament.
I hope we can
bounce back quickly.”
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